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HISTORIC CAUSATION W  THE HISTORIES OP THEHNITED STATES 
OP GEORGE BANCROFT AND RICHARD HILDRETH
It $B my purpose ia tMa paper .to investigate anti applicate the as© of 
ttcausaiity,J la the Motoric© of the United States by Bichard Hildreth and 
Qeergo Bancroft, these two non fora an interesting contrast, they lived 
in the sane' era, both, were Hew- Ehglanders who attended Phillips Bsseier and 
Hsurvard about a decade apart., George Bancroft began collecting the- materia! 
for the first volume of hie history It* 1632.. Between I83U and 1875 the 
ten volumes of the history were published, in twenty flire editions0 
Hildreth1© first three mtwrnn m m  published,, between June and October of 
181$, He had worked on them for about twelve years, the last three volumes 
were published in: 185! aid 1852. So although Hildreth began to writ© after 
Bancroft had published several volumes, their histories were written in 
about the same period* let with all these similarities, their views of 
philosophy, politics, and historiography are completely divergent, they 
m m  representative of an era of hiatoriograpy ©til! largely unaware of 
.the analytical problems involved in historical research and writing that 
have been raised in recent years, by such mn. m  Beard, Becker, Robins cm, 
Gottschalk, and others*
Bancroft believed that the event© of history must be carefully 
authenticated but that they mm% ■bo used in historical writing to instruct, 
entertain, enlighten, and set examples for men* H» followed in the tradition 
of the Puritan htetariaa© who ©aw in every event the hand of God, but with 
Bancroft this providential view was tamed end tempered by German Romanticism, 
Transcendentalism, and Jacksonian democracy. God was no longer mysterious
a
3md terrible, working in, strange ways, understood only to Himself* For
Bancroft* God had chosen m  his chicle America, which was to become a
model to the world of liberty and Progress*
Although oltimtely God mm* direct to events in the universe*
Bancroft placed hie insMM&a&e hope in to common nan* is was easier able
to combine this- faith in the reasonableness of -the coqvkri man with the
moit blatant use of'demagoguery in hi®'.political career* ■ In fact* his
.friends claimed that it was hard, to- tell when his history was intended
m  m  objective accounting for to progress of America and when it w e
1a "vote for Jackson** In sum* Ms historical writing was a grand, moral
battles to. baud, of God was in t o  background*, but progress of t o
common man in America was the agency and focus*
Hildreth* on the ©tor hand* conceived of a science of man# **%
principle is* to- apply to, to philosophy of a m 9# nature to same inductive
method which has proved so successful in advancing what is called natural
2
philosophy, n tot is* science* His approach to historical writing 
foreshadowed tot. has come to be called scientific history * His style 
was direct m d plain* .Hie object was not.to preach a particular faith 
but to achieve objectivity in Ms listery by using an inductive approach 
to Ms evidence*. ' By .an inductive method he meant tot aH available . 
historical evidence would be studied meticulously and then he would draw 
explanations and conclusion©.from this evidence* 'Me object me to place 
historiography beyond to reach of personal prejudice and make it into one
Herbert W* Schneider, A History of American fMlosotfo* (H* T*, 1963),
Bichard Hildreth, to Caroline Weston, Jan* 8, 181*1, IB* Anti-Slavery 
Weston Fapere, Boston Public library* Quoted in Donald E* Buerson, 
"Hildreth, Draper, and Scientific History*” MstorfcCTaphy md Grbanlaat 
(Baltimore, 19Si), 139* '
branch -of the p^hilosophy; of am'a nature#11
Although these two «n had complete^ divergent ideas about history, 
both'vlatr'palJ&i can be seen as typical of .the early nineteenth century* 
The two.aspects of their era which help, to attain their points of viewr 
ares 1) the .meaning of *sci©nca* at that time, and 2) - the- relationship 
of the individual to government In the emerging capitalist m m msp of 
America*
■ It is difficult to g m m ^H m  about these two. costless: aspects -of 
thought as. they were viosod at a certain period in history* However* .a 
brief'' entitle' of' what 1 tmderetand was the. general position m  science 
and politics in the early nineteenth century if. America will clarify 
Bancroft fs and Hildreth1© underlying positions since their points of 
view are (to a certain degree) dependent, upon these contemporary .ideas* 
■Since Bancroft and Hildreth did sot write or think' in an intellectual 
vacuum*. it is necessary to investigate briefly this cl&eiai© of thought*
This outline of early nineteenth-century concept© about.' .scien.ce and 
politic© serve© a© the broad framework for .their thinking*,. and an under­
standing -Of the conclusions presented in this paper is contingent upon 
an under©tandSjflig of this broad framework*
A quickening of scientific, inquiry and discovery created m  optfeistic 
atmosphere in the later seventeenth and eighteenth centuries which held 
the promts® of finding universal laws by empirical observation that would 
apply to both the universe and man* This represented a partial, rejection 
oi %m msccLeyax point ox view wnicn pictured tne uesti a© luiimportant ana 
vile* only a deterrent to the salvstloa of man* With the partial rejection 
of this view and the embracing of the concept of «***> as a legitimate area 
for sciantific* empirical inquiry •-•something to -be studied .and explained 
by natural laws— the emphasis was turned from heaven to matter 'and man
5himself* ; By the Sat# Mghteonih and early Mi^^apth m ^ w £ m $ however, 
these eisp&Mciste i*&ers opposed %  ass who Mehed b# eooserfsi sg&rittxaS 
valess beoause .they felt that the ei^riciet* reteed w n  to merely a# 
sttg&aiMble* eMermbSo aniaal* Although .they aSse b@M©y«d that »  
eoiaM ha studied as a .natural jpSmonsnori* they mated to prooonr© a field 
for free Mil aiid fm M m * §*»©** waa the state of thought about the 
iinplleatie&s. of. seisms# In the early *teeteeat& eeofcuvy* Selene# M d  
radically changed w * s  Meat of Mmmt£' and his l i m i #  «&&c* ms&ev&l 
Mates* ■ -the question mss Is it possible to M M  m  be; say of bit# 
j^eeonceptlma. about the untqu® *m%m of w o  m  meet he relegate himself
iUL liiin m at« ifci jh MkWk « jM. r'Vii^ ■Tin ATiin W  tViW ^ iin-iaih ^T ftf* »“>■ ■-* ■ ir^«ji>*T’ itfn'A m ■~>- #**irtViin i*¥w im'i'Mn* tf* jfa *3* jU*. 4m. itfmlmh-Jor^t m  MfcfS*to a mere. ©euxxoss opeeK in & twiforw* it* mm.# coari2Lei#
MtMn the raite of ■ ow^ irioista that noo bathing jslaof during Bancroft1®
* *  ; - »  : „ , -  
S3&SI* ■•;■-!
fildrebtt mm a otiljitariaoj and abiliiariaMsm me
m pm sm tfm itim  o f •©e step la. the Mt^lispaeM of 'Mo eng&rieal study of
j | i J |  i* l  11 A  ■ UMiiir in ' b  J f ' 1' tfMriiBt Oil ^ u k  -**■ —iV®l J f t j»jiS|ii-»- jM j k c j |man* ini wtur&x aeniea on earlier icea
that man OfitQUI: be entirely by tlio woMneial Sows of witter aad
motion* fh©y assorted, that mm mm- unique In Me seaaibiMiy* fheir 
motto mmt % «  foSyp to M m i  all fe fata an# flessor®*11 ffet* pdroiple 
that w o  is guided by the paln~pilea®ur# principle is the basis of that 
Mud .of otiMtsrisii iMXc^ophy of idsioh Eioted ,IE3LdPeM was as ardent 
follower*
But*: obMoMly Smplicatod iii the idea of mas as- m  area for soieatifie 
study m re Mo pr«dsee of rom atle attltM e# fha ei^pirioist® MMed that
~ 1 — ....   r .. .... .. .-------- ----------
VoocRffidge Biley* f t m  %th to M m m  CM* t* $ 1^6)f passim* 
iMd** %m-%ui*
6they reduced ©irarythiag to non~spiritual values by saying that it was
far mere wonderful and exciting to study man as an observable entity than.
it.was merely to speculate on his place in. on m p ta vm 9 unobservable
heaven# This furnished a creed for glorifying nature $ men like Rousseau
tiltimately saw perfection in nature and, thus, .in the natural man# These
p^»Barwinian romanticists were able to view man as the ultimate complex
and fascinating crest*ire. in a complex and wondrous universe# Mature,
from this view point, was kindly and bountiful to man#'
Bancroft added to. this romantic notion the German rmantle idea
that embedded in each nation is an Bidean or ‘’spirit” which directs Its
development# Be spoke, of the common-mind^mcaning a collective mind,
. $
a Transcendental concept closer to Eegel than Baers on# Bancroft was a 
student in German after receiving Ms degree from Harvard# Be gleaned 
.from his experiences there a very generaXieed,' romantic faith in the common 
man# This was not a carefully thought out philosophical concept! this 
common man. and the collective mind appear in Me works- m  hypostatizations* 
With Bancroft* Rousseau*® perfect Batura! Man evolved into a perfect Common 
Man? the “idea1 of .America was to direct its development and the common 
man ads out the "idea#11 So Bancroft also believed he had a scientific 
basis. for writing history# ' Be had discovered th© “idea® ’ of America and 
would merely write it down# Be followed the scholarly practices of going
to original source material for .Ms History as M® Gottingen professor,
& '■ ,
Heeren, had emphasised, but he felt be was scientific because he had
Schneider, Philosophy* 1Q5#
6
See, letter from Beeren to Bancroft, quoted by M# A# D# Howe, The 
life and Letters of Geor&e Bancroft (B# T#, 1908), I, 209*210#
7discovered the pattern or plm$ nM m n or %piriij* off America and m&
7
using it to explain Metorieai
fh m $ the other a!4$ of a view of careful* empirical* ecieatifio 
Inquiry can he eeen to he & romantic faith in th© prepress of lasn and 
nations and * glorification of tlmm* Ceorg© Bancroft*a view of science 
«aa Just the counterpart of Richard Hildreth1© vi©w#
Jacksonian politics fffld economic prinoipiSB nere embraced by various
men of varying: haclsgroonds in part because they embodied the vague hopes
and th© amorphous fears of an era of extreme change® lot only had man1©
view of his-place in the universe changed completely but the rice of
modern eftd the evolving change frosa an agrarian to an industrial
society seamed to threaten the very moral basis of th© f,0ld Republic***
the process of rapid industrial chaste could not be rmrsed# but a Md©
rang© of men clung to th© strength of Jackson as protection against a
new, often exciting but inccm^ rshanslble world* Equally# the Jacksonian
IJp©rsuasi©ntt was rejected by a diverse group of mm who viewed it a®
dangerous for a variety of different reasons* Richard Hildreth rejected
Jackson# not# m  had been suggested# because of vague attachments to early
8 9
childhood loyalties but because he saw Jackson a© a dangerous demagogue#
lie rejected Jackson1© economic policies as well, but it waa the dictator*
demagogue appealing to half^ educated mas©©© that Rildreth f©ar©d*»xto& th©
idea of democracy itself*
7
David 0, Van Tssaal, Recording Aaiarlca»6 Past (Chicago, I960), 111-118*
Alfred H. Kelly, "Richard Hildreth," Harcua W, Jerneaan Essays 
311 American Historiography. W U H sb ?* Hutchinscn, ed. (Chicago7 )»
So.
9
Donald B# Esiseraon# Richard Hildreth (Baltimore# 19U6), itf-Sl.
aBancroft*. m  the other. Jackson asihe ifeeslah of
the ommon mm and a 'major contributor to the unfolding ofthe *ldea*
. .©f.&aerlea* Aainthelr ©cieailfic views* b o  in the political realm 
Hildreth and Bancroft represent two aides of the same coin# It is still 
plausible to Judge. Jackson ^ either as a demagogue or, as a legitimate 
defender of' the oon^ ion. man against entrenched *ptivil©g©*n Both Bancroft 
and Hildreth daring the J&6kB<&ilaxi era j&ebiired M m  in those two - different 
yet closely connected* ways# - fhrough out this study X have tried to 
keep in mind not only the ■ divergent aims and acec^ |d.lshsignts of. Bancroft 
and.i814r©th in wilting bheir histories*. hut -also their sindlar, starting- 
point in early xdnwtomth-cmtm'y thcmgbt *
To study and analyse wcausatio&w m  it operates in Bancroft*® and 
Hildreth1© Motoric it is necessary to outline what l.mean by "historic 
causation* awtth© model that I will nee to explain-and criticise their 
works. In recent years historians and philosophers ham rained questions 
about what is involved in.historical escpXamtim and what problem® are 
involved In detersdning causes of ■ historical ©vents* X hare taken as my 
model thrmighout this, paper the study of historic inquiry by truest lag©!
In bMspaper the word c^ausation* is used as meaning the causal 
dependence between ©wants* fh© cause of an ©went (or historic causation) 
is a developaental concept* Historical explications of causation thus seel?: 
to discover a necessary relationship between sequentially ordered ©wants*
Th© events themselves may become causes, of other events and it is their 
relationship that the historian attempts to explain when he talks of causation* 
I hmm taken it for granted in meet ease© that thee© historians have the 
©vents in their histories in proper sequence m d that the evidence they
9present is f&ctmHr correct*
All m & m bitic axplamtioaa depend m  general toe* Kegel and 
others dlsttngulah between' different type© of general 1m s* ; A brief 
mv&m oftheae <tobtobleas is to this paper# First* there
are a j^oritos or smtaphyaieal laws#.- toss are tos which so Mount 
of .proof can either prove or disprove* toy haw no claim on this world 
'and thus they carnet tie supported by empirical data* - -they era speeitobive 
in the sense that they try to assert? If- a certain &  nsft-ort law is true 
than what conditions would follow from its acceptance? ■< For example# 
iJdod is all-powerful and' hnowladgahle and thus causes 'all events” Is'sit 
& priori to**if this to' is taken for granted then other propositions 
can he deduced from this law* Bpsfever* there is no empirical 'proof either 
for m  against- the extsbenee of an all-powerful God that causes all ©vents# 
. Second* there is the type of too called eaptetol#- : these are1 
derived from observation of natural phenomena* they are arrived at by an 
inductive method and* therefore* .are- not absolute - or universal and .are 
subject to -change*- 'to: physical laws of matter and: motion are <3Q£dnpi©5i 
of .this ty p e ' of t o #  —
Third* there is .a. generalisatim which is a sub-type -of emj&rlcal 
law* called empirical generalisation* These g^ aeralJLcati-ons are dsdueible 
from facte.* but are mere : sketches of observed .phssncttroa*' toy are not 
toe because they explain* only a specific occurrence and do not- have 
universal form* tri*m hungry so-1 'mill eat” in an example of an empirical 
generalisation*
Hagel argues convincingly that there is no logical difference between 
the structure of historical exptoatlcns and scientific explanations# 
Historians* unlike scientists "aim to asaert warranted singular statements
10
about the occurrence. m d the i&ier«r©Mtians of specific actions and 
other particular occurrences” while the scientist attempts, to make both 
and general stabOEsarts. 'Historians* in cither words, while 
depending on general laws of htnsan behavior in their soqplaxiatt ciis # do 
not aim at establishing these laws* Still* historical explamiton© of 
articular events do not .differ fro® the structure of similar scientific 
esspMmttens#- Hagel points out that the logical.structure of historical 
©xpl&mtlons exhibits -a probabilistic rather than deductive form* If 
m  says we have a reason under a cimsssianoe for which an Individual 
always does a.certain action* therefore* hating, the reason m d circumstance 
the individual does this aotl<m# this would be a deductive argument.
However* historical es^ lastttloos have at best inductive rather than a 
deductive fom# fhsy assert only that given a; reason under a circurotame 
most ^  .or a certain percentage of mm do a certain-action, thwefcr®* 
it is probable that. the actor: dicTthe action because of the given reason# 
Magel outlines- three possible types of historical explambions*. As 
he points' out* there m y  be many more varieties -of historical espl&mtiens* 
but. .as these, are dotmm ones and since they are important for this paper I 
shall briefly outline them,*.
fhe first type (which I will designate as rm sm ^m sd a m ttm ) M m  
action, involving an Mdividual which Mote ■ teaporpl spread# M  other words# 
the historian does not- write as if a sequential series of events spread 
over time are Important for the argument* Users may have been events 
leading up to the partMuter event- that is being expMlned# but' for the 
duration of the argument, time is- stopped m I the Metertan gives the causes 
for an action without reference to time or to sequential teppenings. nils 
type of alienation aims at giving a reason or reasons why an individual
(or group of Individuals) .decided to- act in a certain' way under certain 
■ circumstances* ■ For example,. if X said that a.person committed a crime 
because of deep feelings, of hostility toward M s  father this would give 
a possible' cause of M s  action without .reference to a -particular event 
in a sequential order*. What is m & m mry to this'type- of explanation 
is that the 'Character of the actor is' invoked# that .his circumstances are 
revealed m d that the various choices of actions are elicited, m d the 
necessary-evidence is- given for 'his particular choice of-actios*
The second type-, of argument is one that involves: explaining the 
.actions of an individual or individuals in. t e w  of ”temporari3y extended 
circumstances*n .la.'this type .of explanation the causal dependence between 
events Is not always- explicitly stated but the selection for Sequential 
mention*1 Infers that the events are causally dependent* . fhls type of 
explamtioa .usually takes the im m of a narration*. For example, two 
■people were .taking a walk' and found-a valuable object* Since they did. 
not know bo whom the- object belonged, they engaged in a .violent argument 
ever which of them was-to ©lain It* - Mhbowfc explicitly stating so# this 
argument supposes that we - see the -causal dependence between 1) a walk 
2) two people being together 3) the finding of a valuable object I*} a 
fight* It assumes that 'implicit within- the sequence of events are the 
reasons' -for,, the causes of the action to be esqplainad* . The whole 
pXamtioix 'involves mentioning a series of events# -and is analysabla into 
a Series ■ of -.probabilistic explamticns that happened more or leas 
sequentially* It 'Is what is called genetic in fete# meaning developmental* 
X will designate this -type of .©spXaimtion* genetic explanation*
. Finally, there-is the type of explanation -that attests to explain 
an aggregation of events constituted out of the actions of may men* ' TMs
type is m M  np -of-strands of 'stibardimto accotmts and -
tatm a pattern that- la -psrotsabillaMo and genetic# • but - is c exposed of '
a ntsuber ■ of ■ strands ■ Of genetic accounts# ■' For o^ ampX0# * a certain war#
began at: a particular time*; and# whan 'wraiy3ed*.1fcd causes of the war'
era zampomd of 'social farces, eeo&CftioQ#' intellectual ideas., national '
goals, - gcnrsra&exrtai: strob&wty. ate# -'interacting- for stated, reasons.
Shortly before the paa^ieuf&r tiw th© -war- started tte Matortan finds ■
that'these • farces# Vwsre ■&* a .sbateaf eqailibriem* -: low the hietoriaa
must show why the alignment'of forces ataagsd*' ■ Be camUy- does this by
aacplaisi^ jog that an imsiediato (or' precipitatla#-efirt- or- areata' occurred
at that' t$ m  produced won** affect which upsetbh© ©cpdJdbrium* $0
explain, the war the historian smst also give an account of the dm reX^m nt
of each of the socl& foross# : •though- this acecmnt nay involve giving
underlying and inmediat© caws for the forces named such cause?? ara
eventually into strands of ppofeMJdLotic, • genetic »
will’fee dceigaatod,; aggregate
of the depend on giving m s s  of the- neeeseary
so?'iadiapsoaabla' caasas f<w‘swats bat never the enfiisisot. ecuditlcsis*
In' other surds, ■ Qg pertictjler ocotirrancea' {in both science
and history) are only accepted with certain reaarvaticiis•; The prcBis.es
in hSatwicsl inccsnplet© whoa compared to valid deductive
reasoning; *md it is ln; this- aense that they are called wprobaMlistdc#n
Also it should be noted again that generalisations of same tdnd eiffisar in -
10
the presses of all three types of explanations#
10
Ernest Hagel, "Problem in the Logie of Ittatorloal XnquLzy* "The 
Structaree #£ Sclenoe (S. X.* 1S61), passim*
33
One fear some hlstonianfi asqsrese over a ecsi^ Xeb© acceptance of 
a view of history as social, science Is that than their arguments must 
aim to be free of w&Xtie Judgraanta* fhay claim that m!y factual 
jinlgmeuba are made to scientific and these arc judgments
of estimates of the probability of correctness of hypothesis* mot of 
their mine la the tyi&imlXy ethical sense# 2** other words* a judgment 
of fact is 000 which depends eatirsly spam sn^ x5«ricaX demonstration for 
its proof while a value is sue opiddsi about the pragssatlc worth
of m  M m  m  m em xm m  to a society or individual# .However* i f  it can 
ha shown that* to the Contrary* sains judgments are made in the sciences 
the view of what is meant lay Scientific aigpXemtioitt1* may be changed* 
lb recent witings on, this subject the word "objective” is often 
used spBtaisyBOQBly with nwBlw*nsi$tr&lity,f lb© prcblsss dlsowssd
-|0P6l@t *3®35!!N3l £it3S£& JS8©I0B.3P w0 3?& 9 < 3 3 ? vfl© ‘0333#v«J*©0
of eliirtiiating Mas* prejndics and point of view from an objective history#
lb' a rscisit paper Richard Rudner ha*? given a convincing argument to the
11
effect that scientists qua scientists make value judpssnta# He argues 
that on pragmatic gronnds scientists must 4 o^i.de how much evidence is 
necessary to warrant acceptance of a Mpoth^is* Since the amount of
aiT. irta. *1 Mi *# «1~> ill i a  ii j u * a J  -flT- MiHiim jf-Jtk M«i/#ak<iB* -JtfL JBLa — .^. S^ir -t-. **.^  _>i. JlL J> .At- -» -1-- -X^ |06N98®^  ^^6ro3k4SK60tl 3y® St®®1 vJJ© ©I il® tJ®0SfipS?^
evidence considered to be esteugh will depend on many pragmatic etmaidera- 
tii^ ss* For ema^ ple* the acceptance of a hypothesis may depend on the 
amoimt of- evidmce available {or in history the eoopmtiws paucity of 
evid^ ace) -and the conseqwonce of accepting a false hypothesis* James leach*
Richard Hudner, T^he Scientist Qua. Scientist lakes False Jwdgw&bs*1 
eOlBBCg W  XX C1953), a-8.
II*
siipportlng, Rudnsr'a earlier argument, says that ntho acceptability of 
probabilistic hypotheses' necessitates appraisal ■ according to those _
12
pragmatic criter ia and %mm Bm rm iHag the ^ alme«*iz©t2trality thesis * * 
Additionally he. argues that in history the requirements of acceptable 
evidence may he loosened- considerably became .often the data are osagsr* 
there abound plausible competing hypotheses, and the immediate eonsequarces 
of .accepting a, faXe# hypothesis are rarely crucial*' ;. Although this is 
. merely, a. BwmutXm of their ideas, this. paper (will take for graced. their 
c.onclcaion that scientists do make valm  judgments m  scientists* In mm, 
value judgments enter all scientific e>q>Xamilone atthemonent of accepting 
a particular hypothesis, Hbat is considex^ ed the necessary abidance for 
its acceptance is -a pragmatic, value*cha?ged. decision# 3h history as well, 
value judgments m a t ■ enter at the mmrnxit of: deciding that a particular 
hypothesis, about an historical subject is. acceptable .and that there is the , 
necessary evidence to warrant its acceptance, ■ E m em r, although it m y  
be damanstrated. .in the .future that value jxxdgn^ nts mm% enter at other, 
points Jn tfee ea$lanatlo&* for the purposes of this ^ paper it will be assumed 
that this' is the only place that value Jmdgmeixts. should enter historical
da-wWI
fiaving accepted Bagel*a thesis that ..historical esgftamtlons display 
the Bwm .structure as sclentifio explanations and haring surrendered the 
value-muirality thesis, wkub than is invoiced is an objective, accounting 
of history and historical asplajfmtion? I will -relate this question to the 
v m  of historic causation in the works of Bancroft. and Hildreth*
leach, James J#, "Historical EKpOajmtlda and yalne^entrality#”
Essay in possession of the author, I.«
13  • '
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Obviously Bancroft m d Hildreth have, two oppoMng Mews cm-the 
writing of. history* : .Bancroft claims to have. •discovered a plan or design 
embedded in history and is ‘revealing it* What is. this .plan or idea. of 
Jteerioat iShafc' are the Inclinations involved in. writing a history that 
explicates a central daaign? Is it possible for Bsmcroffc to give imrrantad 
e^ Iaaaticeos within this . frame work? Wm%. are; the • final- results. of 
writing a - history -frm : Ms point of view? .low-does .this.method effort 
Ms m e of historic * causation?
, tftMreth set out to-write a aeientifie history fey-using an indnotive 
approach to hie evidence* • limt does he: feel is involved , in fix© writing , 
of a scientific ,history? .Does fee consistently apply Me inductive method? 
M m he take, objectivity to mean the eliidnatiosi of point of view? Hm 
successful is. he in applying Mb scientific method? . Mm hla e^Xamiicns 
warranted?, how. does Me method effect hie vm  of historic causation? 
fhes© are the major questions which I will -deal with in. this paper*
cmrm x
c&mmzoM m  m m m  m m o n m  m stm t eg? jg j heitsp states .
George Bancroft1© life and works appear to be In polar opposition
to Bichard 'Hildreth*©* Ills Hildreth?© Ilf# was tragic in  many ways—
Ms historical sad philosophical worts© wars for- the mm% part ignored,
ha was never financially successful, his attempts at winning political
office were a failure, his health was peer,— Bancroft!© life would he
the envy of my mm* Bancroft was a chiM prodigy, admired and loved
as a student at Harvard, his marriage© were both socially and financially
advantageous, his histories were very popular, tils, political activities
1
fruitful and Mm health truly arsing# Bancroft was an e^bersat 
Bestoer&t in the heyday of Jacksonian Democracy and reaped reward© of a 
civil service, a Cabinet position and ambassadorial appolntmats for 
hie faithful service to the cause*
Bancroft can be seen as a demagogue, an qpport-unist, even something 
of a snob— ©ploying every mm& 'to get ahead In %he political game—  
even, using, his .History to pleas# Democratic party ©enhlwsfcii# Umwmr, ■ 
he ccui' also be Intimately pictured as a sincere.defter of the common 
man and a convinced patriot who praised, his beloved country in his 
History* To see. him allusively in either way would b# incorrect for 
Bancroft enccopaeeed both of these contrary positions* His Htoiory
reveals time two facets of Its author# 2h fact, Bancroft is an
excellent symbol of J&cksonianism itself— its ojjpcrtoniat, demagogic,
self-seeking aspects versus its vision of a. responsible citizenry
controlling and supervising their am government for the general good#,
Bancroft mas not a profound thinker or philosopher# Ms early
student years in Germany changed him from' a serious, hardworking,
lew ingland theological scholar1 into a bit of a dandy, socially graceful
2
and quite worldly#. On his return Hew Breland seemed dull, backward 
mid piously1 serious. Within a few year# ha had rebelled against the 
pessimistic fksMtantsmef his brnm state' of Jfetssaehusetts and embraced 
Jacksonian democracy which he proceeded be beliete mcritically and 
optimistically for the rest of Ms life#. But Bancroft was also sm m lm t 
of an aristocrat' in. his tastes# : As ambassador1' to England dining Polk*# 
adMnistraticm he at first scorned the. English .with, nationalistic fervor 
but thsn began, be take m  sees of the trappings of diplomatic "life in 
England with relish# Be dressed in elegant, court cloths# and bought a 
specially built, fancy carriage contrasting the plain one of Ms predecessor
Edward Everett, who fait that the representative of a Bepubllo should
. . 3
dress and ride in simplicity. -
Per Bancroft, our Bevoluticmary war was the culMmtion of ®m*& 
highest achievements to be emulated by other countries in the years to 
come# fhus, as ambassador to Prussia from 1867-187b he interpreted 
Bismarck as a German Geor|e Washington who would unite the1 German states 
in the name of Democracy# Bismarck charmed Bancroft into this naive
• ri.^ j.„ta't;^ wirjr^ r(t-TrT:- wr rtvrn--t n r r - . m ' f T r m m - r :c ttr 
Bye. Bancroft. 67-88.
• 3 ■ - .
VoiA,. 160-162.
Md., 2W-279.
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v im  of Mm by flabteriag Bancroft with attentions and playing m  M s  
1mm o f ig&el$gm m d power# Bancroft <114 act ©e© the tarn motives iavMved, 
nor did fe© reMiss© that his M m & f  did not really -mm tar the mesas 
m  ®ixm omtaot#' Bancroft secretly enjoyed the privileges? of power am  
wealth.wt&l© at the same tin© fee glorified the aarna* .and ao he m s  
tocxMitod by the clever Biewerck#
This innocent narcissistic faith in humanity ms based on Banorett1© 
rc®asiti© thesis that man. m n basically good and rational# _ m d that te m s  
md© so by God*.'. for Bancroft* America showed by the &mmple o f her 
-victory om r the tyranny of B&glaad m d 'her bestowing of democratic rights 
m  'hm poptOace the possibilities for m lf^gm orm m nt inherent in all m®*
TMs i s  the obvious and siifiplistic message of Ida Msiari©©* Ha feels no 
necessity to apologise for this elali* a© he never, ttsosticms-that M s  
m©eag© will be homo eat by the facts# He believed in a uMvera&X history* 
that he could m s the story of te&rica1© past to ©how' th© direction of 
future dovelop&aab* . .the bas is of Bancroft1© universal 'history was his.,.
German rm m i& o notion that in each state- is embodied .a pantheistic i^dea11 
Of .the nation*© deveXapmhtf, . Bancroft ma. convinced that th© i^dea1* 
of .iMrica end Mtinately of ©n states was an ©voltifclon toward ©ceip&et© 
democracy# .ffecs in .Germany he heralded Bismrofe as the ©tar actor in a 
drama that would b© played along Muss MMlar to imerieati .dm&epmb#
Hhjr, though, was the "idea* of iy^ srica th© eondibion of evolution 
toward wdmoeraey* that Bancroft p?opomil«d? 1b© very popularity of Bancroft*a
Van f&sseX, P^ e<%»diaga 111#
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matetar gives * <&o* to this* the various volumes of the Blatt&y were
*jCB*^*lNESiWSl®WPlP*We
witteii’ over a forty y w  period# bM'Bancroft published the first volume
in .the XSSO1** ■ The emcept of Manifest Destiny- appeared at' this time*
Bancroft served not only th© Jacksonian tense 'teat' disc reflected in 'Ms
?
Matcry ebtittftf 'la ifex&fest Destiny* Hi* Matora* in other words, 
reflect* the rise of romantic ssMcnali*®!*- Sine* this attitude was the 
etmom mm /lilt great popularity mm likely* All of Bancroft1* beliefs 
led M »  to reiterate the popular f **** of the *#y under a thin t n w  of
~  -■- JA- jgL -j, JS ^ -■»*- ^  .iA. j£bdjt -Ut, ffr leiti --■•-•■ ■-*• — 1■- ©*L<« **fc -■^--•*■1^  j.1 !■ Jiji »3| ^ Mi'|>lr ' Tth M* la J8* itfHW* r* Sfeii.'tffe. W*M li-w Jg *h'l|H|rt|<a>- mjf'writing a scAentifio history# h* wa* an ardent Jack* dMiian# o© ooiieveo 
in the progress of t M : cctoob he believed in the Ssiifeat Destiny 
of Anet&e**. he .had m v m m tic faith in a central vM m n for every eetn&ryj ’ 
so it seemed clear to M b  'that the ‘‘Idea11 of America had. already revealed 
itself and that other mtdoais would follow a stellar Bancroft
ratiosialissed and mad© respectable what irtoeb ■ Americans already thought about 
their ,owe country*' ■.
, Became Bancroft -was appreciating the ronantic -dsmoeratie faith* Ms
•*B8. J# «JL ^  l| ik -A, aatoi--. B‘| ^hilnMWl Jtu jMi M liki Hfy lit ito» ^  Art A  ■—>- -.- -.- .im ^  ©tA -m —3fcj(t —*  ---- -O '*fc>
. W?8U8 ^KXriiO©* SJSt* 0X2CI G^AiUQI?$yUhs IsJMSGflySlM^ ft® G^8W3PWk3^i®(B flwiiJb
Aseriean history:under mmh catteries *** Fyogress, liberty, Bivim Will
A U i d *  XTI^a J© * M l W t a h  ' *-*■ -'” > f V  Jk^ih i|L,«iuL jUfcllflll Ml *m f V U t *  ■ *Kl AitsMk.' 9fe iifc ■Heathi '** *C#.JMUii ti* a* *r*JW’ *8* J*ana tiie Aritisipa m- cob® coot ao« over tT*vx**ge# c# issa tew orgainuiintsissai 
p^rohlMS# is took op topic* that interested' him on* at a time and, although
Ihrocghont the section esi Bancroft 1 havo not used Bancroft'** 
‘‘Authors Last Revision^' for this was not representative of Ms history 
m  mo*t people read It in the nineteenth century* It did not sail 
well* it was the ®®ny edition* of the a rtier voIumss of the history 
'that were popular* Where the last revision is substantially different 
X have indicated this.
7
Is. places it appears that .Bancroft1® iletcry la mmm a wot* for 
Folk, than a %ote f m . Jackson#1*
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t o  mm & usually eoapleted each topic
befwo to another# Oee&slanally he had sesae difficulty In
tmtiMmg peMmm of selection, iticaMswd by t o  tendency to digress 
on subjects && which he wat jmrtietorly Satoretod, tob as vtoM I 
when ha included a .short totor| «f d h W i  to volwe I? when he .wrote 
twelve pages of (tamdxi history# '
' Bancroft Is at to boat whan ha it dealing 'with m  ..event of vivid 
and intense aetim# ’ For escample, to- chapter om Pontiacfs war is exciting, 
pit lacks the verbose literary flourishes ha la prone to m «  toe to 
fanatic exnlsnablon is warranted as the oani#s of eveust# within the action 
of the battle are complex hut toy aro too ohftoaa* But if tto is 
Bsfflcroft,s host use of historio e&us&tlGnj Bancroft is writing ©are
^Gptftsr11 M#%ory# Pontiac*s war or any particular battle ..is .in gutters!
9
vgtitJM n f  Jari* |«. ihJj jA~ iff * ■ ill THi Ml h S  a k ’k j i  W? WJHtSi, ^ WLW«*.*k. <*fcWfcor only aiii/3w|u&r3Si«. anveres v#
.lost often, Bancroft toed t o  t o  mmttil relations upon a struggle 
between democracy and tweeny# Ka tos* evidence to suit tto purpose 
or twisted the evidence to tor out to fcmfta* 10 matter what the 
event, t o  mm® of to event must show t o  ommm mm m  t o  side of 
democracy, straggling toward liberty# ?h© $am m  mm is to hero and 
always in the. right* ; Because Bancroft is fitting the swots of history
“ T * ------— ~ -----    *--------- — — - — —
Sam  o f "them digressions he elJjninates in to final, revision* .
9
' ■ Einhard Hildreth* The History of the' Bhited' States of America* 
Her* ed* (H# YtJ 186317^1^^
said, lltotary, indeed, - m  she grows m m  enlightened htmanBji -. 
would gladly turn way . alt e^ ether free* such wretched &®mm of .hate 
and carnage /3r war7, and 'to dwells upmtften.enly M  proportfm  
to their political cm oeqm m ® ^ and their- correction with toil 
S ffB ir S e 11 ■
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into a jmeoncdliwd structure am  cm  predict with a high degree
of accuracy what he- will say about the causes 11 mmtiim* _ Far Bancroft 
this Sb deducible from BBtai^ yaicaX laws- ami Ms evidence most
tear cut'thsss oeh&ghy&icel*' absolute laws* For axampl©, lie give® an 
aeeotmi of the western Regulators rebellion in Marti*. Carolina in 1?7X, 
but. instead.:#f ,pMMissg*owt that it wm an internal Mepite-a breakdown 
. in the mew ■^ psrimeat in' itojerican tiMby-Banorofb 'pictures the western'
Regulators as- aimpX®, rustic folk who are rebelling. against privilege;
. ' ' ' 1 0  ■ ' '
. which had its ■ origin In .I^ngXand; im a systchs of paironags# - X*he cause 
of the- rebellion swat be on the tynmnicaX taacwvers of the
i. . ■ * ■ 1 ■ ‘ »• - *' '  ‘ ’.
mmssprmi& bMs- case' Inland* MteR he discribas' Bacon1® m M 2M m 9
lath&Mal Bacon is pictured m  having been "educated in a period, when ■
every active mind had hem -awakened- to a coOBcioixsx&ss of pcp&ar rights
and pepuXar power#’-«-he had not yielded the love of freedom to the
enthusiasm of realty*11 -Se "carried to' the banks of the River
' 11
the |..4!hay»i |yf pt&j&ppA which fee had gathered fron Bbglish ©3£p®ricnce«" ■
■Hie Grand Rehex^ ion in * ifginiag - as Bancroft titles ®accn © rebellion, 
in between 'liberty^  represented. by Bacon, and tyranny, rep?eaeated by : 
Berkeley* Here the events are placed in sequence but the causes of the 
rebellion -are the cowardioe and- «n*rogance of the Realists# For- Bancroft, 
the rebellion*® underlying cause was f,A collision between prerogative and 
poplar opinion, between that part, of the wealth of the country which was
,i,,,yiii.T,iii,i.'i<)rii^ir^i*Wn'[T":iir ii'rrii1 irj.'tiiiTinjitifi<r(rjiai'jiCtiTT/tj.f)i.nm;ir' HMmrntitMiri.imti m, :j»i-TOfi»^ir^ftWiyi»fu.iT)r^Tiijrwnijfcirf*ii^
George Bancroft, f&Bfcogy of the tfaited States from the f&mewmm 
vQp^iiienti «2nd ®a* \Boston, loo/ / # xv, X73*19Xj> 3^  v"*UG0#
Ibid., H, 217-218,
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allied with -royalism, and tim great mm of the numbers and wealth of
the country# resting on popular power, between the old monarchical
32
eystesi and the As&rtean popular system#” Thu© tyranny versus liberty 
1b a basic metaphjBical law in his history and he m m  Ms evidence to 
point out this owtepbyslc&l law#
Bancroft1 a Metrical research wee thorough and ■ arduous, h© spent 
year© collecting letter© and manuscript© from the archives ■ of Europe 
and America* hi© library was extensive* . ft is astonishing- that with 
moimtains of material at his disposal he could so ©weepiagly easposiwlate 
his formulaj when the heroes ar© in the wrong he usually state© the fact©
j * •
but hi© conclusions avoid team* Thus in the case' of the Fequod war he
states the facts of tee Indians1 e&termin&ticm in gruesome detail, hut
concludes, nThe rigor and courage displayed by the settlers, on the
Connecticut, in this first Indian War in Mm England, ©truck terror
13
into the savages, and secured a long succession of year© of peace*” He
describe© the- horror© of tee Salem witchcraft trial©, hut vhm th© trial©
had. run their course he eoncludeas
The common mind of Bassachusseths was- more wise# It 
never wavered In its faithi more ready to- receive 
every tale, from tee -invisible world, than to- gas© m  
the universe without .acknowledging an Infinite 
Intelligence, But, employing a gentle skepticism, 
eliminating error, rejecting superstition as tending 
to cowardice and submission, cherishing religion as 
the source of courage .and the fountain of freedom, 
the caramon mind in Hew BaglandL refused henceforward 
to separate belief and reason#44*
15 ,'n™^
Ibid#, XX* BUi.
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Bancroft stated thefaeta of the trial buthis conclusion© gloss over 
the wm tem m m of Furitaaism which were their cause. The puritans are 
counted among Bancroft*© Iwoes# Earlier lie had festered them as 
"harbingers of a revolution * * ,»|. "their claim to the liberty of 
gmophesying was similar- to the modem demand of the liberty of the
IS
prase*0 fb m  their, behavior at the trials most be rationalised* Be
doee this in the shews quested paragraph by a subtle inference that they
were carried away, by seal but that it ms a temporary insanity that is
nm  permnently corrected. M  the case of. the Fequod war# • .Bancroft has
- rationalised the savage. behavior of the settlers by ■ inferring that thin
massacre was the cause of .years of peace between the Indians and the
settlers* Thus Bancroft uses historic causation m& explanation of
OTeuts sp m propaganda derice* It is the cause of event© and the
conclusions he draws from events that are most often forced to bear out
Mm metaphysical lam* The cmmm, man, or two, must be la the right
(and right means m  the side of liberty) and If the -event does not show
off the,heroes in a proper light then the came is altered..or the
conclusion rationalises their behavior*
Bancroft would see no contradiction between his carefully researched
facts and the formula that; ha forces them to bear out* Hi volume 111 he
explicitly states the duty of. the historian*
The -moral world, is swayed-by general laws* They 
oxtm d not over inanimate nature only, but over 
mm and nations, over the policy of rulers and 
the opinion of masses*. .Event succeeds event 
according to their influence*' amidst the Jars' of 
.passion and’ interests, amidst wars and alliances,
zh
gpd conflict®, they form the guiding 
principle of civilisation, which marshals 
• incongruous incidents .into their just places, 
ttfid arranges checkered groups In clear and 
harmonious order# Tot let nest human arrogance 
assume to know intt^ iively, without .observation,. . 
the tendency of the ages# Eesearch must he 
.wearied, and must be conducted with indifference | 
as the student of natural history, .in escaminiiig 
even the humblest flower, seeks, instruments that 
may unfold its wonderful structure, without color
m'ltto 14'! 'tw irti'fi > A JaiS' #9' aV'to* 4&k ~ ^  i n. <3| *># Js.atm without ssstcrticti# For the historic in^ uarsr 
to swerve from exact' observation, would be as 
absurd as for the astronomer to break his telescopes, 
and compute the path of a planet by conjecture#16
Here Bancroft clearly states his position that a priori* metaphysical
laws govern' the adverse* ”Th© moral, world is swayed by general laws#1*
for Bancroft these .are discoverable but absolute and timeless lew®, and
although h© admmishes mm with the empirical .necessity of finding these
laws through' observation, they mm within his- grasp# Qnecamot read-hid
history without developing the impmssion that he has already discovered
the lawa to this nclear -and harmonious order#*1 fhese metaphysical laws
ar© both simp!© and .all encompassing* each nation has a central plan or
, ^ idea11! all nations if they follow the common mind' of tom toward democracy
and liberty will discover this plan and it will, unf olds the United States
is superior to other nations because she had the wit to follow this
inclination, first so her eajnmpl® should b© followed by • other nations* But
the problem with Bancroft1® use of causation i« not finally that M® theories
are correct or incorrect# It is that the causes of events are altered to
fit the formula*, tm ether words, hi® writing in popularised history not
primarily became of selection, incorrect information, or ‘literary style
although &<m of these factor® enter into his p*obl®m#" tim trouble is
 -----
Ibid#* in, 396#
fcfeat he baa th® cart bsfore the htspse~«ie Jaw ^ ic b  ehoiOd caem  a fter  
the evidence* cases before I t . I f  the evidence svgiparted M s hjqscthetieal 
lawe (the e<*se»on m  as the hero in  e l l  a cticcs, tte  steady psrogess of 
man* democracy m  & central fiidean of the nation* America as a psrfect 
eacampilfi o f tbs vw kingout of th is “idea"), then Bancroft wotftdl perhaps
It r
te «**$***» tnttViSKtait esros&l itMMfttitt*' But i l w i  be w m ! a?!w fp rw R F - w f l l p i p ’ i ) P ? f f w H r i s 1 f P i i p i f ’  v W T ' f r w  W  w a f P ^ r ' w w w  - * s w w w f - - ’ * w p  w w * f   ^ m w  s p w * a i* ' j  w  '*m^ r •^* r ~  • . - ^  —• w »*'- ***■ * * - .-■ » .*  ~ T p P  ■ " ! W I " i 1 w w i o
laws and consleteatXy uses causality to  prove tbssee tm m  be frequently 
v itia tes M s argaaeots* M  fa c t, be often goes through a tertuoua prcsceea
@g yBaqyiy|jtg - ug*, -%h$. 6fltK&||aQO0 iawfett Mffi X l M *
To elarlf^  wlmt i© ®mn% tsy &Xtei*Ssag m m m  to  t i t  w l s  if# tta&
Xnoi :$m  m w I| I  iM i  i^  a ©Horn i«mly©l© ©t eme © ta t soottQsi « f Bm a?® ib*a 
XtSfe ill ©iftOFt 4£tli fctttS©ei©Xy
4H fc A M  J e t s  e i k i  f i f t h  S f t i  a f i ' t r i ' f l  M .■ aaea- m s s  © I f J f t ' * »  ttk  A r ' ^ f q  J f r  * * S ^  a M ’tN * ik 5 &  *  »  j f t  *11 II M t t l i i i  ^ M l M A S  .  f f i j a r t i tx© a oooi&cki in i£Sjuiro&£i wm©4i. jl oiisx*. wis© up egr
f©Xte&st§ ©aoh Baser©ft*© i t  tem m m ' oleor bm t Ho namigatt
$©-.£&& M0 ■ ©©iMMOjp Asst© © tiist's^ppwt© M s
©te©Xtlfc© 1&&*&*
M# ilis©ii|^i©B of tft© Ay>tf^ «a4iib:fi r^SsS© tfitli a 2Uftg 
po*«$re$fe <iepl©t£i3g tte- rtXlgious $oaX of' tto  for
(X) r,Tb0 lafypfft■ nf i>ha ©oiortiit w$gw& t© ssS ilS t^  ©d citnsifULU^
vhich tb@ nicest ®mM  'hmm dw±B&dVt . * • a%©a h© logins #
Hjfcsy |^ yj§0»§|^  tb  gifO til©- iBidh r^Od l^ Of tte© p$FC^ |j6S6 (XX)
tl^ ^r^aas©^ or ©piriti^l, priMm# tho iropni^i of
OEi tllO SKt^ VB^ SIlOOB to  powSB@^ :lSE^ ,'ll© Xod in  it©
|TO'^ 13it ©if p|i$l©£pXsO « • ill© disfcldot pKHtiO# SBy t© pg^ O^ iWfl* **
X <tej©i^ iiaoo o o ltm tim  a .®®Mt ©Mir g?olJj!icw
i t e o  ©coa^isd M&tm XX iipi tlusra oa?o tuo
|^rtfi#ff B%$&. tJtet t^ y  €^ P©0# ©tihffp Of y^ »lj yf mm P^g^ iSOBB#
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How he devotee two paragraphs to- a general description of the two 
groups* Group A is distinguised by beings 1) nthe original settlers, n
2) n£rmer& of the civil government,11 3) ’intent on the foundation and 
preserration of the commonwealth, n k) desirous of p^atriotism, union and 
canraon heart,” and 5) reproached by group S for following afborBnant of 
of works,” Mm it seem that the distinguishing features of group A have, 
frcm this description, little 'Erectly to do with religious arguments*
However, Bancroft infers by number 5 that they are attacked on these grounds 
and he sets up group' S as religious dissenters: Group B is composed of
1) nm  arrivals who 2) came to America ”for freedom of religious-, opinion,13
3) are not interested in the institutions of Massachusetts, U) sustained 
with fanaticism the authority of private Judgment* The structure of conflict, 
fro® Bancroft*® evidence, is a situation schematised as follows*
Group A Group B
Primary interest preservation Primary interest religion 
of the colony of Massachusetts
Bancroft nm  brings m  Asms Hutchinson aa the leader of Group B and
describes more specifically who composes this groups Anne* %  woman of
such admirable understanding and profitable and sober carriage, that her
enemies could never speak of her- without acknowledging her eloquence and
her ability#” This is not a description of a fanatic but of an upright
and intellectual woman* Her followers (group B) ares 1) <?ohn Wheelwright
2) Usury Vans(Governor) 3) the majority of the people of Boston, and I*) 
scholars, mm of learning, member® of the magistracy and the general court* 
Within Bancroft* s text this listing does not seem to follow in all cases 
from his general description of group B# For example, were the majority
of Boston dtieenry newcomers? Had they come for religious freedom? Bid
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they include scholars, members of the court , etc#? fane and Wheelwright 
were newcomers but it would not seem that the"majority of Bostonians : 
would be,#: Bancroft has added here a geographic division (without ackncw-' 
lodging it) and the reader is left to wonder * - Was it perhaps, the city ! 
dwellers {with a higher 'percentage of newcomers) against the countryside 
and smaller towns that really formed the two groups? Or was the majority 
of Boston for- Jasm because of her own characteristics of leadership?
After setting up his' two groups Bancroft goes on to relate two events - 
that followed in a genetic argument which can be outlined as follows*
It Nearly all the clergy, except Cotton* in whose 
house fane was an inmate* clustered together in 
defense of their influence "and in opposition to 
Vane#*
2* , W^heelwright who* in a fasi-day*s sermon, had 
strenuously' maintained the' truth of • M s , opinions
. 2a n/% & 7 had never been confuted, w 
2b . was censured by the general court#11
3# tAt the eyffiuipg choice of magistrates, the religious 
divisiomi controlled the elections*" _
3a . "friend© of Wheelwright had threatened to
' appeal' to: So^andi
3b %ub .in'the colony it was accounted perjury 
; and treason to speak of appeals to the king#”
It#, . **&m contest appeared* therefore* to the people, 
not as the- struggle for intellectual freedom.
.against the authority of the clergy# but m  a 
contest for the liberties of Haseachuaatts against 
the power of the .English government**1
5# w£"lhereforjj? Wlaihrop and his. friends, the fathers 
• and founders of the colony, recovered the entire 
of' the government*’1
6# "But the dispute infused its spirit Into everything*.1
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6a f*Xt interfered tdth the 3Uhqt of trooprfor ■
. the • peguod .wap* *
6b **Xt itiftoneed the respect thown.t© the.
migistrBtes> the'distribtiticstt of towix Xotew ■’■ ' 
aid.* '
m i  K r w i W  i r t r f r  A  M « a l  « r i k  d & h *  n J k w  j Mu m l . mail • r a w  » *  ii i i  r n i «  r ' i  i ' 3 lr« Jto p m m m  tee jUEscreaee sye .faction estseeeid.
. to be so daiigerQoe a law vphe eiieso. ec^ wse
1 ■ -essMted hr the psrbf ito. .
8# ,sfbs dssetre which .were elJKnltcnec^ l^ '
J j * . , . —. ~  d k & k A e  A l  J i > i M . M i ' j i k  T  m ^ »  I f  m r i l i f f l t t  J B  i k '  ■  » t f ' r  n a  i » i  f r i S f c t ' f c  M t f L i i M i H a M M * '  « b  m  f r a n r a '•fro®- tne ■ispsacopax part m  the Motfier einiipn^ * sees 
the waswe an air .of i^ gnaniiacw defiance| it 
was - alndit a preeleiiatioe of; f «0
f* ■ '%e an act at intolerance it Pound in "tmm an 
tefljpsii.blie opponent*1
104• eaabarlced for Boglsnd» where be -
* ■ afterward©’ 'pleaded in parliament for the libortio^
. of o&tolXse end Etosenbers**1 .
13U **®»' friends of toelwrighb codd net- tntot the
■ csassure of their Xeftdyr?n
Mm ®fbey jiwiif&ed their indignant restototoisii 
by the language of tms&loSMmm **
'. IPn ftey %posied: their to ■fdH.ee
the ijnpolsea of ccatisciGnce*'5
13*. itt o  .gmwrnNb f t o e i #  m  p r e tm M  t o  fear#  a
1 disturbance of the- jnsblic peace * • «1
Xh* «A ejmod of the1 ministers of Mew Bt^ land wee therefore 
assembled* to,aeceiapXiiih t o  difficult task of
eettMng the to e  i£ith*w ' ■ •
*£>.* o^c^^nutwrous cpa,in«oiie were aar%wi**onsi^
_ a i _  j i ‘t f l i iL . i im M r t i i  W i iY a l f a  ito n  iT T  j  * n m  *friu i J f t j  i i w - f t i t ^  m tM -  ' t f f r i  i* j i  i f c *  tfm J thm^  y  Mm. M k. i
■ 0®$3£i|pB9^Xl^ '®BwS wJT SS twwBI
■ : parent -of fwrioos etoaftflwep* i^fomed'to office 
' Of peace^ naker » ^
M*  *Xi t o  htzmB^  pmMbM  to find an^ gromds of
a i S J B '  i'll -a i j f f n  u r n  iiW l L , . - - L . J j . 1W ||r [ l M  ~ in if  jBirfi1 A f c S ^ .  .*l. J/tftw . ^ l .  ■ / l a a J k  J b e .  .*£&' t e i - i 8  ^ M .i^^UMSBBPplyMS^ fS6Bvll®P®0t iwSro v©Rw3S3l iTOwB 66^1lBJk4^
ca^ aoaccc epp^ i®8tS"*H ■
.I f*  _ tfha general, pmm  « f  t o  c d ^  tdi^' thm aeanred**1
118* , m m  triwph .of t o  clergr t o  eissilto*'8
If* °to eiwil. isagi»-trato proceeded to p m  a m % m m  m  
to mre reeolnte off aiders*13
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•‘flit* tfiMifcifiJL H .at. i,-- -a- i^L.. M  A dMMuA iwaiMik.*!' 1cU# WllH^Xl?i3f*^wvf AIU1® j^vCll!I^P€il|r ORCi iU!$|E£mwaXXj>
- ■* ■ ■— - mb tiniif *% '"*■*-  ^ muihul. Ill It iMii -Ai n Ar jfnnart-fti '»w^ BsW ^ QESJL®Ca ■ 3Cm'13989 snEBS' v^3P«K3p^CK!P^r$
31#. ,5th©Xr adherents # • # ^reTrectuired to  leM w  
up their ,
m t M u  iM® genetic arguswb Bancroft ha® two ppti&&m. to resolve
if M o  alienation is to folio? M $  metaphysical laws#' the ilntinmlaiis
. : I
according to Bancroft1®: laws* rej&ciwQ&b cue step In the evolution of 
mto3PLoctoal freedom in to&rlcaa democracy and are counted among M® 
heroes# On the other band* the conga® SbsMb&ns' are olao heroes in Bancroft1® 
scheme# Within the MMMm&m QW&rmmm'p* h& w m t confront the problem,
that two set-D of heroes are In opposition* that the ®u mhm people of
IfeeeachRseete are wctSng against intellectual freedon. {in the fera of tin 
Jbi&imosdmm®) * ■ Since bis ipetaj^ b^ eical laws camot In altered bom set® 
of heroes must somehow be made to appear In the right* Bancroft readree 
tna® nxttti a suct-ie amdur?# or ixts w o  osmypmai iproup®# *® ecJMQettoeo
originally these two grc^ pe wore involved in a eerie!*® ccnfliet of interest* 
Breemaablr each group included not only their leaders as outlined bar 
Bancroft* but. a grcn^ j of followara who chose aides because, ttoagr believed 
that either -^ seachusetts was. More ls|)ertc*it or that religion was Mere 
important# .Who then MIX b© Bancroft*® tdUttgitiw - and host will tm resolve
a conflict between two sets of Inroe®?; ' 1
Bwant 1 set® up a group of villain® for Bancroft# fib m m  ®*pi that 
!K®s Aeacere or group a* c*»us vereo wf^ getner m . derwase of v#unyc^ imfiusmce *** 
in other words- he mow infer® that the leader® of .^ roup A are pocimBrSJ^ f 
interested in lowl'Wtei-yyf-mg their persuaal powm rather them ha'simg am. honest
---------        .Wn.------------         —
a>id„ I, 386-391,
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iJ/tJa. .VL. n H n ^ i i i  I, I tiniii M, miM '. iMl. ' i t - * -  g . - . - ^ . -  i l r t ^ t i n *  rt-fl j P * y L  -M lM  j l #  d L ' . C *  JW -T M fc JI*L *  i f f  tfhV  «*ii r t i ? l  d jiM ;U * . # W  f tlL L .J f il l_ tf tk  IrfTn #!■*>>’I T  tL‘r‘l-A^ J ' I t t a K r  * U #oteagi^ ewsat wite iproop *$# ■ Bancroft w &  ©©n&mor. 04 xsoLsf
heroes, the ©canton peopl© of group A, by siiateir inferences ■ te ©vents
%  3a, 3b, la© said that Mtolwright isad© the adetak© of appealing to
■ '■ US
Wnglsmd to support* 23© ©went h he changed the character Of the 
etttoemmqr (to be decided .in the oo«iiig;'el©0tioa) .and* incited that the 
cewoi people were doped. into noting against their tree interest, ■ Group B,
M  l i f t *  f i t  A k j k i #  a r t i t  ^ h i ( M f c < y r t  a H  i r t t  r f f f  f l ? - i f f  _jtm.,  « , « «  * #  J l S . j M l i i l M f  l i tOONf 3uE$wEmuh6NB^8@w  J» JWSMS^lC^I
Iher© .ere two aspects of tidy© argissent that make it unwarranted.# 
nret©. following Beneroft^ e c^ iginel 4£t4slei!i of-tee two ipfoups, there- 
was an tuMSb eenfliet of. interest hot 'thee Bancroft Ranged this conflict 
of- interest without reasons or es^ ianations to a %truggl© for intellectual 
freedom against the authority a* te© clergy* ** Then., tm implied by 3# 3a,
JPb, th a t  the an<u*|3hotis oew ogi poop2® (g r o ^  a)- would have wotod fo r  
^ if tesir leadises^  not- tristosl -then- into noting 
against itHWMfe $+
la da, 6b, Bancroft agate Ja$&l#4 a real conflieb-teat the dispute 
called real prtelsae t o  the young colony# ton. in 7-B he agate dteoounted
■ ^ f c l ^ J t ' n e e  *#■  j P W e  a' i i i i  « T  S S  iV j- a r .  i f i d - f t  i t n  a S  m H  J M b .  # # # i i i b t  * - - * — • . J #  y f  frf.. © - f  ... . . f - t  « 7  f y  A i  ~a»-this conflict# m  7. he seem©©, to as© tsm i^wsiiiyiitg wore ea%ae®ea ■ to 
inter that tb#. danger was net really a serious on© yet he had Just pointed 
out in i#. 6a, 6 b ,. hm  serious it was* Agate te 0 he tep&tei teat a large 
group (greatmfcly his cmmm people) went .along with tee alien, act Cf)
fhcwgh Bancroft sites m  M m  -&mroe . t o  threat to appeal to 
the Kteg a letter tow nBurdeit to land*** I  can tod no evidence of 
tMl threat Mtoe the election* te Saints and Sectaries* Stziery Battis 
saye that ^ Wheelwright.thr«at.«ned to apgpSl to the*ltegr5 3  actnaUy 
did lasdse an appeal later but both these tecidojats happened alto tee 
©lection* (to, .awy lattte, Saints and Sectaries (topel ail, I# C## 
1962), 15h and- iSh*) Bimm tMe’^ S a l ^ ©  crSISto Bancrcft1© 
argument I  suspect teat he way trnm  mnipt^ated Me- ©ftesnc© at this 
potet# -
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teSffillPS ft' ytQ& gSWH" an %ir of from Shgland*n
.figmtyi M e  choice of l&ngnag© is is^pwtesSl of defiance” i&ipilas
that* the &st ws© not .really xn i§el^ o»ei of but ili&i it Was mads
I# &mmm- hy the loaders so that group A would go along witti it#;' ■ <k*tmp A 
warn again duped hy Its 'leaders# Again event' 3*3 elisrly ««te np the leaders 
of gpfoap A as la^ pMpg• different free trhoir followersa ' i§mt it’
f #> the gow^ nEsQtt {or Isodtsrs ef.^pNsugsi A} that S®ps a Rdistwtanoe of 
tfe© pntllo pesos* • S^ wssroft psay very wssli. ■ have hessa oarredt1 in supposing
- J L  t ’lMI .11 , ) i k  H a t  J f t  J H k  J H M tc A i  i# M t A .  ^ J„  . —»*- M L  - ^ ' . ^ - ^ 1  . A .  V .L .  4 * #  j j t t - % ^ .w  -,«.. J i U ^  ■■- . - - . . i . 1  * j t  A t  3 E - -  m i . Um . »  J #  .1^ .  - * *  »— — — AwM t-ias wss. woo stsriwj^ lotti A through ■ 13* n# snireiy iBfoiro® 
that tte» ’ioaifera''iif' :iifo^  A 1) inte^ted la jpoxmnsi
ptM&frp *$'}' that' tjhjffjy fillister# SSHPS dO|3Ssd SjBSO -Sl^wM^ Sf ftfid
$3$ and 3) that g^ otip A was it® true Interests in ."
stmparl4ng its' leader® and in not supporting group B who sow Mve cca© to 
represent intall«ctual freedom (event I*)*
A$aii$ -18 is not i&mixtai hy event® !£$•£?+ M  %$*>%!
Bancroft says peace mm wmkmM to %he mlmw yet 18 '«MWi to iiaply that
it taas seftgr. group A fs leaders that teteElhed* lf*21 mttfty explain what ■ 
happened to the j^ tinosiana* in 10 does Bator®#* present any mto&mm
that would sahstantiats Ms o®3teXuMc& in A that group B desired 
«inteHoctaal freedom* ** ’ Bor does th® iMmmm  te  li that the maidrity of 
the eoioaiate in p*oap' A  i p  daped ittto'toUag egaisst !tintelie0taal 
freedom” ■ follow 8 m  Ms original division of the ool<mii5ts along the 
lines of-a seriotis oonfHot of interest* ,
la  ms aaplanatioii o f the mM&mtem ecmtrowar Bancroft has s^aved”
Both greaps of Mfc©roee,f who w «  in ooolMot with each otter* M  
c a m S M m w  with; Ms own metajphysioal laws of Mstory hi lAotwas' tte 
M&inwt&mB m  a vital link In. the pfogrsss of mis and tte evolution of
12
A m u j ,  J j j f r  ,±L.*,tA' **W. . ' t t W ^ v ,  j A .^ ) u a - d i L .u ^ t- J .  jJfajiJiik A  nn i. j r n J i  , j y t  j a .  „  f t .  j j L  * * * -  -■ .i ...M iM -..»  , j J L  »1. i  - n  « M : * 4  Mk  J i l L W  U k i l L M ' j d b V:UK£iVicmaji XHMMrwr ill' i^ ef*x<sa* &« ttia 153m# lie «as sxreaor pieijisrea. 
the fhiritaas* in general, m  a pohetyp© of iaseoimtie citi&enry,
■r’li ftfltiMiii 1,1 inrn ^Tt , m u  Sh m* JtC^ llIfcTU j#M*r iLjPii^  #41'<Mt MiL *.Mfa.t«4fc A* ■•*■ l i ifa fiiXfi #fe4tilHUNi( 4S  IM1,jp^v^wij» ijbjy ^^IS^SSUfiJKS# vmS# f283tiB^&©fiR3BmFiS^Si|' iMfwmf 5I3T® 3m*1
... ju  Jftfffc A -"•■ -*■  -»■ - —• m m  J m .  ■ • » • ■ « - .  -^- . - ^  - t r U i . r f t '  J t t t a U i t e c  j J * f e  M t k d k . ^ B F n l  A? . M u i J k  WBe^-AiiJlk wi'Xtkx^MeA- j K ^ i h4SMMI AMI wBm ’w8» t5®w SIIIS w ^ ¥f® wfiwHi #F®lwjjy S0PB 'I3wl5®'
, . . ._ ^  « #  ' * #  , ^ . a  .a ^ .^ -a .. .  j f c :  < L i - j i H Y  iltk  M -,l t  , |  MM*&  , J f f k  T h  ii ti * ■ ■  r f f j  - d f W  l*%1 t j l f  W .- i m i ■  ! *  J L  »i ■■ J f lH H L k .  ***. st. « * ,  i M t i i a h  f i f U f m F 1 A  % h i  #> , j f  ' a i r  J l a . « i w « l k « e e W h i S f c - M wreaii^ an. .ttso soioa #ios*|^ntian o*r * he aassss ox niiesse events
iW% shew the reasons for ccsxflici hehoeeii inn setts of heroes# fMreCoref
Bancrofts sohtiy changed the cnigisal reasons. for the ctsitrowrsyv - As 
th© aripMent develops the ©aose# of, ooMfttot are no ledger between a 
grmsp that wishis. pe&m?P& to m m m  the safehjr of Eaesaehtteett#' and a 
gy^^ gv ociisl.«Ser0 tlieii* r#lS^ »0iis Bars ig^ artairb tnan thf*
J M i  « J b  j S f '  ~^ . »v m i  -jiL ^ tfc t.  . iX i .  ^  ^ 4 *  M 4 4 ' J l  « * .  O t a  j f l f c l f c *  I ,  ‘A a b M ^ l K .  a k k  ^ t U M & '^ w P a  J S  X S  T t k . -  ..^.-Jfcu^. J>a j l .ox &3assaoans®tw i oegxiiiung, wxtti u ts$e cc^xxot in oetweesri
£  <kft Ar 1^ t4«4 *m Jt ■- »■ yfe»'whjM4 Traa to aJlLt 1— <» *. jr m dk n. m i*i Jt^  If ~1*^-1 • 1M< mi M n try imhA- Jt iMMdk.nl «S ^ LkSiijtei3#ctiiax. ^ iioeirt^  cmo. no# aiitoc^ xt3r ox *i*e oxrrsy# ■ ■ saner oft 
ttiat tfeo leaders of grotxp A are more, iiitarestetl in pomr iteO' In eit.har 
tlie ooloBy of llasssolmsetts' or- nlttMflh h# no
oirMonoe for sttoh a si^iooiti^* Bi this war' saw® the etMm peof&e
^ u . u f G f t ’ a  d 9 ' J ^ t a K  J t f a  1 ^ *  T « 0  A  » k  H . « X t X  1  ML Jit * #  U A M H H  < t t K k 4 '  u > m .  k k U k  * F l t  ^ X  —._ - w  »3fcof groi^ j a rcsp th© sxa® of l^aoerty” wixx® stiXi oanmiig gro\^ b atana for 
"intalieotiaX ^ adom**1 %  his: t» «irU«eo# th© Antiacpian© wer# oat^ ing 
real* problons witMn^ the colony* ; Ilow###^ *^ be jswt ^oaw11 both .gT'Oape 
A B so thar a^ eia* oa the .siSs, an4 #.nr real, prohiessto
that groi^ p 1 mmm& sm  ignored# the nillains are th# laaclers of gro^ A 
and hear- th© harden of htasa that ttiatelleetoal. freeto1* was rejected# 
I'hia-oectlaa.ia typical of Bancroft1© app^ osoh to oaaaaticii, tea
M L M . A . i i t t : M k X . .  '  b M I> .JG ^  r i U  .^ S j L k M .* W  J l 9 U l  T t  I t  i d  j k  JW fc— — ^.la. ^JL - Jftf* . . i » . . S  j M L #  j f c .  . .O  —•■— t t  B k J w .  • * #  •— — ^ -  . « « .  — ■■*. -*■ ■*. .-■ —  JStJt- #  *^||,esm^ ss .or ewonts, faxfiii. tse xtsnotioa of fitt3®^  the #p#si#8i#os xxi^io BBims^ om s 
sehms*. Sine#, he will 'act.- glw «p the sci«s he isost twist ai^  turn th® 
mxmm to fit the effects whiah contradict Ms inatapiysical laws#
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Hs ocneXiidee foie aectioa on SIib .Antinomiaii crisiB as foXXowst
SO StMted til© slyiSB £$ l||^0B#WStSS*
1 f$ja principles of Anne IfnicMnsen Here a natural 
of %hm prQgfeSS of thd f*fffOf : t
Olkiftt- feitffcjA & Jfe, Tfa-ir+tfr A-i*, m  A ^-VrnJA J JL *#4* ^•£*H0 11SI* 2IlinieS®i tneZS wO «nrOpe;J I99BWS it iS ©
fact, toagti easy of «£^bmati<m# tot* 
in tii© vary year i n Htsioli ©fee vssmsi erriidyspsadi. zst 
BOS wO(X.j> iSNSCaytefil,# 221C© nerSeXJT ■© refuge© aT-CSS 
MS OOnntpyii;. HUse JserSeXf © ^pf©JJ^fe©d!dLS Jl^ ptinger 
of til© spirit of til© ecmltig ©g©#- ©st^ Xielisd
ntf Afi4lKaUtwtkK^Lfe.<3 -■»- Jf i^i# jiMft -^. *fewa^.Ai ad rf* ii© nth tf* fffWm .g, «—^-^  .,,f^xo©0po20 -MMm t^sr ©a %sm m&%nw& ear WVm ww* 
flection# Both asserts*i tot ilia cecaeioiaa 
jizdgOBzifc of .th© ©jffy©^ if* th© lii.gb.ssi. aizt&^ iiy ’ 
to ItoXf • /-X)t«H»e«urtMi' dii not priwSi^i©* too# , 
th© pM3»o©C3ph3»c tWB- of ’ free rafXaction, th© ©©!©#■ 
truth wtohAnne W ^tM m m $ ©itoitototo of 
conviction* avoned endtinf the font .of
Hlnaft genetic ©rgisieBi da .fNiXly outlined frf* evidenc® to
snp|>cri Am© op -0. te^Mp^w of ijiialJaoii^ l. fta#©#® $© loss .than ooitcdMlw« 
teept for t o  inmXt M i  of diptoMilo®' m. tmm*®- ©to^p©nh activities 
£& .Satftassftr (10) .git^ao'apMa^ tot groqp B h©& even interested
te mtlg^cm £m$Cm$ wmoh 1ms im IntaitoetoX toadorn,, .A13L ibai la 
©iatad is tfeat toy !%usiainad w ith  Uttmrn® SmmM otm- t o  
pmmmmfe atjitoiiy of primia otor ^ ords toy J®#sas4©#i ■
%hml%mmmfe of Qmoaw « •  tofe.of ;%ark»*w to o « i t o  tot imie ifutchlnson 
nas a rallglooa o o to a is i^  of Bescarto is oartalM-y twarraatad -frm t o  
avMs^oa toi Baaorofi to presented* M  Banoroft ‘to  ^ pliciily 
pcteted to tot to division was' a eericnss oaa nii^ m ap m pm m m sim B • 
tot to  aotMng to do Hitfe thaoXogy*
It Is elear to.sue tot Bancroft used oatoiioii to fit evidence into 
to eoto© of tovereal toiory* Bancroft1© acimm i s  toad an. a syete®.
T r , : i . y n - ; ' i . i » i : i ^ | ^  w  " n  r f i i  n rr : : i n . r n r  m m  vir. u r r r n  r r r ru . . . . i t r T T 'r - - '- i T i i r o « r r i i « i - i r n i1 . . i m r n r ' i r r r r -  i i ' i  i i ir :  T i r t n T - ' - i r -
Xbl4»» X,. 391# ■ Xh to final revision Bancroft eliminates tto 
comparison of Ama tochinson to Descartes*
H i
®C metaptgraicai lew tint as# <ych»ngft«*g and unchangeable * Ho empirical 
evidence can challenge his laws. Our ccwplaint against his formula Is
. ^ .  J&MiL&k J[s: t^sfcf •*■■—■ ■“•—**■*■ | A |  % f n  i i, i if t f j-  tik,**k jfrt « r s  - if* 4w jjw s- A& sfrkjwdttMtall mjm<M sAiilfi A *k- sew sS dfi& M'Wfc w.mmS TL Tl' teluMfe tfifctfMhtlfO f0*01 , tlliSt *?0 20*9; 09t0 0® jy* 31® IfS*!#. bOOS?
oiit M #  lava* tibm 4t # © 9  m% %®m tftm M
4&tiw« tb* evidence m  tlmt 44 idl* Ttm*' Bancroft gtvoe
only M e  as^er object la witlag. Ms j&otety og. |h© Tfcited
^ f e A ,  , _ . . A _  ■.„. J f c  » s ^ -  i J k  S l  w ^ e i l l l l  J h S s . w ^ ^  W s  I ^ J I b  W  s ^ M M k  d S « i S M M I 4 l l k . W W *  j O t '  f l f t s e s  4 r t j  t f i * t i g ' H  Si*y- J n l i i U M t i i l l kStates la to r&tioa&M&e Mis ova tu®a?v£X syatesi* wm&- macrort «as aone
J C  MUk - i~  . '< *  — — i ^W h S i ^  II* ' l I L  13*tr‘- ■J" ■L~ ' ‘" ‘ - O ’ —  • S I  '  ImT ■!■ Wri J 1 j f e j f f ’ & a  i « i  I f U S 'W  M i S l  9 ^  < W  S k  S S S W w J L t h  e f t  W K l  J S  J k *  S i t ' I f e ’*  i s  iM 'f A s h  ^ S  iSH  i h  i i ^ t  * *  fH fc  t i f f  S e w  S *JuS SSK a^^  Hw £v SiSJJT 15© ©a©©* £l i^ P©0IO^ wS3Pp
IsMlcoopMc. to ievelij* gc^ neral lavs that control gXX history, a
'lisss of pfopogttnla to iasifiro d^ oc-i^ tfc-tl^ i^s!!'^  or- m <|tiostioaaM.o ikMnmh
%
#f f lotion#
CAUSATION M  RICHARD Hmm£T0*S H3BTGET OF fffij UNITED STATES
Hichard Hildreth (180MJ65) was misunderstood and# far the woet
part, ignored in M b oe» tine*; His si^ -volum© history of America did
enjoy a. brief vagus An the second half of the nineteenth century during
the heyday of s^cientific” history vaulting but its reputation has since
suffered a decline# His contemporaries bought and read Oeorge Bancrofts
history of America in preference to Hildreth*e, not only because its
style- nas livelier but because Bancroft1'® attitudes toward American history
were generallymcr© compatible with their own* neither were Hildreth*©
philosophical ideas popular, upon which the history as well as -his other
writing rested# Richard Hildreth was a convinced utilitarian of Benthamist
sort# At a time when lew England was in a ferment over th© controversy
between such conservative Initarians as Andrews Norton and the radical new
philosophy of Transcendentalism, Hildreth went his own way, disagreeing 
1
with both* He embraced a stand m  moral© that was bound to antagonise
proviaeially pious lew England* Hildreth*© proto-pragmatic system of
morality was founded on the consequences of human actions without reference
2
to abstract, absolute realms*
See, T,A letter- to Andrews Morton m  Miracles as the Foundation of 
Religious Faith#1 Printed ins Martha Pringle* An American Utilitarians 
Richard Hildreth (!• I.. 19h8>. 129-152.
T "
For Hildreth*® philosophical ideas see, Ibid*
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Hildreth is representative of a group of s*n who felt alienated from 
their country, especially New England, in the first half of the nineteenth 
century, Herman HelviUe, Ambrose Bierce, Theodore Barker and Orestes 
Browns on all dtsaesooiated themselves from the changes that were occuriag 
at this time and looked at the nprogreesivenesfln of Jacksonian democracy
t
with pes&ls&s&i* B  i s  perhaps eigMficani that Midrehb £x8£m&$ M  bfeMy 
tradition by; becoming ttm m Mb of m  e^triai®* - By th© CiviX War era 
he m s  sick and permileas* Hie wife appealed secretly to Lincoln for a 
poet for- Mm m  tha ground© of Ms abolitionist endeavors, ■ Lincoln awarded 
him a 'snail post at Mast# and he died in Italy in 1865# Is me
hurled in the American cemetery at Florence, close to the g m m  of 
fheodor# Farker# lEs death, far- frcm the eam t& y he loved* yet firo® which 
he me alienated by 'Ms adrsnced philosc^y «aa typical of Ms eomigseqxs* 
frustrated■ life#■
His em tm pm rm dm  found id s listarr gg the IMted. States dry end dull
and, complained that it lacked a ‘’philosophy**’ In consequence, after Hildreth
published the last three volume© of the History in 1852, he also published
I
a treatise called theory of Politics in which he mM .$ wthe author specially 
commends this treat!©# to the attention of such critics as hay# cosplained
' ' . h
that M s 'History of th# Halted Spates has- no philosophy in it#n Hildreth 
did im m  a iMXoaopblcaX basis for his history# "He believed that the M&tory 
of the Baited'States ’and- its evolution toward democracy here out- Ms 
philos ophical principles# This philosoplyr wts haas#d on a pleaswe^ pBiii
 ■:■■, Iiri,n  :... 7“.m .^  «
Hs wrote this treat!®#, before he wrote Mm History of the Halted 
State® but it had never been published*
Richard Hildreth, ffaecrr of Politic© (N* l m$ 1851)# Advertisement*
3?
oaLculnss humans seek that which pleasure and avoid that which
causes pain* for Hildreth, a democracy causes the Xeasip&tnEs it 
rdnimiisas th# of inferiofdty by allowing the largest number of 
particdpan&s. in government* Although citizens must obey their represent-,. 
abivea, the pain of obeying is lessened by the reciprocal necessity of 
the roprasentatlTss having to km p their cun ambitions within bounds in 
order to be reelected# In th© democracy of the United States of' his 
day he found three d^isturbing forces” which prevented its working ss 
an ideal democracy* First, English common last as the basis of American 
Jurisprudence allowed legislation to he undermined by court decisions, _ 
thereby defeating the intention of lawsj second, the prevalence of %ystieaX 
ideas”.(religious dogmatism, superstition, etc*}, he felt,_prevented 
free.inquiry into certain crucial,subjects beyond a socially acceptable 
point, Third, the existence of chattel, slavery encouraged %  spirit of
5 '
caste” which was- in' direct contradiction with democratic ideas# Hildreth 
strongly advocated the necessity of a pmrn*£€k central gm m m m nt for h© 
felt that .if the were unable,^  through weakness, to carry out
its. program for .the happiness of the greatest number it would not satisfy .
' 6
the people and would fail# Thus, h© agreed with Hamilton in the Federalist 
insistence m  a strong executive and with the WMggish American System, _ 
although ha strongly opposed -many of the Whig Party1© reefftmadatlaiii and
Ibid.. 261i-265,
6
Ibid.. 251.
Hamiltcmian economies*. .
lot only cUd' Hildreth adhere to utllltarltotawi* tut lie m s  an active _ 
ereader for certain reforms# He was a strong scarier of the tesgreranoe 
crusade* mote the ■first Aswioan anti-slavery novel (published sixteen 
years before laele - 'Im*® ■ Cabin) and m s  an active abolitionist# ©res 
daring the years that 'he worked diligently m  Mm history he did not 
neglect these ■ crusades • His anti-slavery m m l was partly based on 
pliilosophical principles, but m  well on a first hand experience with the 
institution as a resident, of Florida frees 1831**36# It was then that he 
wrote Despotien in /wt&i<&3 a treaties cm. slavery, and J£e Slaves or Jfenolxs
tTnrijr rrnrr^ - r-'irT—~---n -"irrr- -fminr inrii'iiiii.wnip-rii^~f>iw::iwnirt-ir-rtirt>iiwi!iMii»ii irifrrrflrrnmr .m;jtr-rip—rr^ it- jii)iiifi#--firnr-rninin7r^TrT^iirirTrr^■ ir-rr irrrrp-TTnrr~-~^~-tnrr-rr 1 rf.-'f  ..........* "" r....
' ' T ■■ ‘ ' ' ■ ■' • •
For an excellent summation of Hildreth*® political thoughts sees 
Hildreth, History^  If, pages For example, he-objects to- :
Jefferson *s political ideas mainly because# “Jefferson*s ■ attention 
seems to have '-been almost exclusively directed toward abuses of power# 
Hence his 'political philosophy was almost entirely' negative— Its, nm 
total seeming to be'the- reduction of the exercise of authority within ■ 
the narrowest possible limits* even at the risk of depriving government 
of its ability for good as well as for, evil • • • ft| On Mams* ^ ith 
the- idea, of hereditary ranks7”Adams seems entirely to have overlooked 
one moat important consideration# ' If the love of superiority and 
distinction leads to the institution of -ranks and orders* that very - 
same sentiment diffusing itself through the mass of the people* produces 
impatience of tire- superiority' of cfchere, and a disinclination to submit 
to that inferiority which the existence of ranks and orders implies*’1 
On Hamilton* “Having but little confidence either in the virtue or 
the Judgment of the mass of mankind * Ire thought ‘ the' ^ministration- of 
affairs-' most safe in the toads of a- select few # « * Be had tire sagacity 
to perceive* what subsequent experience has abundantly oonflri^ d* that 
the WLon had rather to dread resistance of the states to federal power 
'than executive usurpation| but Ire was certainly mistaken in suppling 
that a president and senate for life or good totovlor# .# • * strength* 
under all elective systems must depend cm public confidence, and public 
confidence is best tested and scoured by frequent appeals to the 
popular vote#” Haring the Revolutionary War* Hamilton had “become 
very strongly impressed with the impossibility of duly providing for 
the public good # » * .except by a government invested with ample powers 
and possessing means for putting those powers Into vigorous exercise. .# • • 
fo give due strength to a government* it was necessary in his opinion, « * 
to attach tire most wealthy and influcaitMl part of tire coummity to it . 
by tire ties of personal and pecuniary advantage? « « * Itoilton was 
incHnsd, * * • to ascribe to motives of pecuniary and personal interest 
a somewhat greater Influence m o t the course of events than they actually 
possess#.1*
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SmqL 1 hi© a©V©X*
When Hildreth tnrred i© the wSSSb^. Of MM* history Isa was eeteettriUfcpii 
to approach to ©Object In ths aaiae way that be had ap|r©eehei th© ©tody 
of man~by t&QKiii0f&©© r©a®Qi5iiig*n Before iaTnssilg&tlisg hi# falXar© ©r 
01&©©©© In &p$&yiog thl© jnethod ho M© writing of history there are oorae 
obvious complaints that ®E«sh tie brought against Hildreth*© of 'tfe©
United Statue for they tend to disguise imim liijpofrhsut aspeoh© of the S S S &
*> *81 A-ifc- —- ,-, ,%fi Ycfi ”E B #M tit) W M~i Jit ufrWLjBLJW-L •IlLJtlLMluAl TMiAlthough itHaretn's other writing nee often nwi| ana frequently
jbn^ eeelemlt lie tofc ootolXei toy his tto of totog $©» objector tote 
to choo©© a precis©^  generally1 dry literary^  style for his History# Hlldfcreth 
selected a teghsly oto^ on<^ l^ ,^o^  cap^ snleitloii for Isle' work* It ai^ poaro 
that history# for Mldretts* was made t^ p of #83Soes of tine1* and that tie 
onworBtSon of tb© ©vent© that took these segment® was the
htatcidpian*© took* 'f^-e aj^ p*©a©h i© og in hie chapters
of tli©'; colonial period* Sine© tto pert of totoee history doe© not break
-J. l.~-----,„.. *-«. M: ..-li  ---  J£..#> >dl J * .  nil Ifiii ini J tf  ‘■--^  ’- '*  ,«!f'jliaM«|tAF «© Aifc-Tft - —-   - jS - ^ t!  Jfe-tito. jbk.. -M± ^ * ^9: 'Mi-n** A  •“■- | ^  ** ■■■•- -^  —*■ iiStlj) 0 JSuPrfw XIKHXw }^(8SP3©®S® fUSEl Skmm Tw®(f ’0Cw©6ByW®B wir©AC|3$Q
In different way© and at different time©, it £© very difficult to handle* 
Hildreth cciiatsatoly dr opt the di^ #lop®ont of ©ne ©i&ggy to shift to eiustlMep* 
BmiM m&  m  entire ehaptar I© tooted to each colony with ©okq© ©ttoft at 
organisation, toot at othor eeiMeiftt!* Of events ara red.ueed
to short persgraphs with the ’tarlotie eoXorsloe treated together# th® colcaslel 
section laeke any owr © H  erge33lss.tioEi* 0^; th© ooi^ NPSiy# hi© ehr^ solt^ leail 
approach ©eas0 to ham a XU© of it© mm In th© totory* BIMreth ms& ©tart
Fcr tol<^ rapbio^ l toeewtoa to# SamM 1* Xtoto# Hietod Hildreth 
 ^Sa 11iismr©*
1*0
mb to make a clear and condo* point about c m  aspect of histwy, but 
X. *»>. o-P^». «  M .  — U W  *  M.
that ha$&m to ecm into th® hisao silos* fife often seoM'uiM&ro that 
he has started a than® and often fails Xator to roXats oarX&or
facta to X&tor dsvoXop&nts# ftw* <oraedMa3l avMUf aft often iMariad ia unrelated 
SWUtB nith no attempt at topdlcal organisatioji#
•Hi® chapton ps^ flgy are indicativo of ffildfot&i*® wssnSsstSOBB^
prmxmt# Usually, tkty end shriigffely .uttii iso jMtMSa at &m^Us$ up
■ .• 10
their omtents# Thi© atP^tWSSf which oocure *g»db(i was
«M sspoot of 5 Slldrtih1® prijpsoaX of iNtotl^ i facts of
idatovy* In a note found among his papers ho anaXpsti the last two mm^rnmm 
#f 3E^woftfS WltSiSs So criticising these lilldrat-h says
of
grand, apd the facts often stand 'in the mgr of such artistry*R 
Hlldreth^ s ccfiplsint n&th Bmoroft;ts cicticltiaions in valid# ItofortunsteXy, 
hiftfsvsr, HXXdfothte faiX-uro to sake evaluations at the end of chapters 
too often aaousito to the Xoaving out of *py .sustotXon. of' sweats# Mot- only
For :Si#t ffiMtrothi, History* fiC* Ho takes
Hmr fork affairs, which ho had ISpK to- expXath forty pages omlior* Ho 
now mentions a letter from William in' to the g o m m * oC Sow York as if 
It had \m m maatiowi earlier* fcoMWj. he had- never taken it up fcetorp* 
ilso sss, XXX, liXh^ liXS, sher® ho • gives impenitent inf oma^ i^cm shout Fr anoe 
hot ho sasandprs from one topic to mother# ■ •' ilso, sea, X* * 5X ~^520 share 
four disc oonmtod paragra|dis begin co one page yrt the final paragraph
fits in very sell to a topic begun on page 5X2* .
xo
S ^ j h f c j i M f c .  i r t - # j* t » * i  - i r u i i n ^ t  * *  ttt n i l  r S S  * 0  < f  i B  ^  r  ' W l #  j j ^ w w  ' T j r  fl t t H i ir f t f r  W p e p f * W ! l r  * i 3 * &  , * »  r >  r a  ■  * M  <■* # » .  « • '*CS3P jdSH<9£$^ p^ 6lji m*0 vS1^ tjpir®KS^  Jfl® t33uSC^ S®84Sot
too sottleiaent of l^ tryXand hut isaragrapis oitls ths first
Virginia Rst«# Xaw#*1 XXXf Chapter %MXZ$ this dsaptor marks the mmI of
g k a ^ J L  * K  J I M I l L A I M l l f #  i f t i l k * k  1  J  J t l i b  S jg  T i l  ■  ■  J h  i l i V  A  « « W M »  Jt 1  l rthe Kevcyturoiofiary war tmt osso isarouy raaxisas that too is ovw# xv,
aWtlLx. ■'LX,. W..J. WI#fWP#S* dM 1^- —^- *0eE ■IjSkewiih^O™ «^#i*,|R‘ •-■ AkduMki JbrfM. ifwihfixohaptor m ,  aftsr, cEisoussmg ^1 fmsoxsg ■■ is®' onas tiMC- 'Ohapter m  too
OGCplWBtlOII Of th® COllflaDia Bivor*
XX
Ekorsoo, d^Xdrotha ippimiSJB I ,  m »
Ill
do the copters and this m y  bub separate'events "ultMn e M p t e m ;, -.
o£tm m& $w% m  a1»?uptXyv Fia©lJssg iio c a^mio» to dras^ ctmcl^ islans , 
or to c m  tip events* but instead to keep up M i h ’tdr' cManology and to
Vl. 111 m if in A< fjS rliirjL im ■rfii'ijL «fti niiS1 Jfci'Vk tkdr in «# ttoimfr jgi-wffi —*■*■ -*-v- ' ’jftiS' ton S  fni-fti -,!- -' -*■- u^-mtlk ai# ttk. is* j06B* iiTw iir iirtli#'tiiiiilfoii.00 OCWOlOwOWt U3® iciSE Off IpTSing •OwSoMQSlQNNItlm ffBSSS* «0 OKUOU CUOpE?
one topic and then later otau^lotm it* or bo' drops a topic only partially, 
eonpietea# iflpys v&guo* onpppsr aiTOjyopBSRilt makes ror at .least- apparent 
ims'O i^latmcr*. Qfften axplamtlcaas art offffered* for the reader iiiJXing to 
dig them ©ub contests* but ammfaims they M #  w  sketchy os?
else lacking in generality *
/
Bfaii- though Hildreth * a org&nifmilcci la poo? and bis stylo sometimes 
duXXf this does not destroy the wlldlty off M g  M d  off MMarlo causation#
We sKiy cocoplMii ttmt It i s  difficult at' times to dig out the Mpl&xnridLonSt 
but %Mm does nefeisake them memssariXy wrong* ■ On the eentrary* as an 
Msto^Ssi MXdretfi ssMcipBtSB iwy' of th© j^ohXeme and questions 'that are 
being' raised about the siting off history today# lb is im  this' reason 1 # 
that he Is off osMiderable interest to modern Id^ torians* Bancroft In an 
iiifmmeMiig period pieoe m i  represents aspects off hi© own era# l&Xdreth* 
nbHa also representative off Me: own time* is the earliest- jimsriean m m $M  
off an M m tvzim  Mm attsnptad to wits an objective. history ffrcm Me ffsets# 
Hildreth confronts the notion off "objectivity" In historical explanation 
ffron a '-stated ."point off view MdMi* an; ms n^ p&MxiM earlier* ffiaiom ffrot&; 
an early nineteenth century view off the nature off science and politics and 
Hildreth1^  pMXosopMeal position m. those mhtera* ' Be nakes judgments at 
to what la miuabln ani *$m% in not mlmble based on Ms own opmione and 
Ms ideas about the mptrteal laws off t&mm behavior# For Hildreth
t
mm mea a etrang govamn»»fc is a noceeaity f w  a dwaocracy. H» aesuncs that
a 4m&s*&*3r t*  a - good t a  of g m w a m fa  -■ 'Timm* and ©tor ■ basic
m m  ft parr ot to Maioricai inqoiry# ffe Bancroft »s History*
we io'gife ftp 'to to&physieel toft toft «vsaie'
did t o  tohtoidea ©ftosu tobead* Bancroft changed to ©smses for 
toss ‘rnmM *ft tot t o  eiwts woto still fit Hitt t o  -mkmmstX toe# 
Bancroft ■ felt that M *1 gftftftyftt Sots explained ftjj dsr^ qpBBiital change-*- 
he fteidiisse iif- le&lvft&ftftl hlatory which- would be bom® ©tife by
to facts* •' • toirto is objective mot t o w *  he does mot have M t o  cm 
tmmm Imtmvim?* t o  t o w ®  *» davftjuvfc sfpto'tft t o  mot
toecaxsse he docs mot Jitopto in t o  ccramtor accepted ethical
&mm®0 but be© w e  he'doss toditooti either fto or eamtolCRto hear 
ton out* Ito does he look far a pattern to describ® all fntnre derelopnemtal 
change beyond tot Is fftetn to be alrtoy •tocorered-e^yioal la^ s of 
human behavior* . the tm & m that -Bancroft is predictable m  .each snhjecb 
$m tot to,#dtod ftj&ttstoy ffd® certain to^ersai .Ito*-' HIMtoh 
allies 'em inductive- method to historical exptoaticms he abtetos to 
relate m m m  t o  actors .tot to upon tofts cwee -to toft to eto. t o  
toy are caue&Xly ctsmtoftdi or else he Implies ft causal connection by
" t r t *  r t  r f>  ^ t i i  h*im  i k i f t  ' # k ' « « ! * *  f t i k  < t  ' i f r i r r  M h i t a b *  » ' T - '  T r  a f t  J S  j u m  ii r  MiiHi » i r t * i w n n «  m  m i  i l n  ' ^ -  -.e-*^—*■■ j f c h - l E L  j r  i w riseans or teaftsf we mew can a |n*coaoxiiBti,c srguMnt# Me cam shot? this 
connection toy if is asstos typss of toasft actions to unlike Bancroft
he' did- mot -assume - tot, tose types- ■ of actions wilt :t i t  to© a tovwesl
design* ’■"•
■ l-EXdrebh ccmsciovsly ecmfrtos -this'problem of ebjtoiTttgr&ft Ms 
last three volumes* t o  first toe© yotoes ***. ftfemit t o  periods of 
exploration -ami colcmttoiom -ami etosim few instoees %©■ challenge Hildreth1© 
objectivity# Iftldreth adte&ie In t o  Imtr eduction to t o  Sftocmd series tot*
k3
The chief Interest of the rarraiivs being nm  
mailer concentrated upm a few loading and 
conspicuous obsivicter#:, who## personal ijmlitiess 
and particular views coma to ©sercis© a not in*
© onsiderabx# infxueno # over tu# jsr ogres a of
and ^ xoaa oj&aisna sad aol&m mm *M1$
portions
of th# present work somewhat more of an motional 
character than m m ' aonslstesb with th# imltiplicitF 
mad m p M  succession of event# In the farmer votes##* 
and the reduce*I seal# upon which almost evptyblsing 
h^d in consequence to be exhibited . * * ^ /Hildreth 
. says that it. will' still be his object/ To present, 
through a ■ par# medlim of impartial truth and. Justine* 
th# events and character of the'times of which 1 
wit#,, undistorted ^ 'prejudice, uncalared by 
sentiment* neither tricked out in gaudy tinsel of a 
®sreti*iciou® rhetoric, nm  stretched nor shortened 
to suit the purposes of any partial political 
‘ theory,12
Hildreth recognised the federal period m ^U I threaten Ms objective 
approach because -of Ms strong opinions of current Mstory and politics.
However, Hildreth m s  somewhat emfused about the meaning of objsctiy** 
ity* Bo has an admitted point of view, yet much of tbe time he restricted 
Ms history to an attempt at merely stating facts. W im he m s  chroMeMng 
events their explanations depended upon ©stoical • and
thus were sketches of the past,. At other times he sastsasdM th# idea of 
objectivity to Include the presenting of -a hypothesis and defending it' 
with historical evidence*. These parts of his history are th# most
1 rof' h# still did not abandon M* -empirical .data but in these 
explanations he used empirical laws and that allowed M m  to 'go- beyond a 
simpX# chrmicling - of th# past. The#© last three vo lm rn have a lively 
' quality which is Peking in th# first three.. They -are better organised,'
- as the $bd#n& period lends Itself to a completely chronological approach.
Hildreth, History* XV, vii^ viii.
***##
Hildreth e©n»iateiib3y ■ gives the opposing vimipolnbs: in the Federaliirfc~»
anti-Federalist disagreements# .For mmpl®* in discussing the proposed
Bill or Kxg3at>e .no says*
fh© Federalists, atxsdsu* to accomplish certain 
great objects— to cmsoiid&i© the tfeion, to 
uphold the public credit,. to ojd encourage 
. the eongre§» oavigstlc&» ayfrf ©anT^ acbures,
to_ prevent paper ■. issues* and to ©nforo© the.
: obligations of ©cmtraets^vsr© chiefly intent upon 
securing a goftMWtt capable of aocompliehing 
those objeetai and they appeared,' therefore* ■ at 
the present Moment* as the-special advocates of 
pom r m d author!by* Ihe anti-FederaXisi®, 1 on 
the other.-hand* alarmed at the idea of national- 
tuesi fearful lest' the interests of -egriotfltxire 
might be, sacrificed to the protection of commerce 
mnA manufactures % not over ~&Q2dLone for the payment 
.of debts..siiher private .or public* and more ceccsme! 
for the interests of debt ore than of creditors i 
looked with alarm upon the extensive power’s vested. 
in the ■ m & lam l government. ♦ « *13 , '
Her© he maintains his .idea of objectivity and he also gives-' an insight
into the possible underlying caw© of the disagreement over iteadopblen
of th© Bill of Bights*.' Be says thatf
' Bo. Question of fundajaental principle as to the 
theory of. gwnswnfc was really’ in debate between 
the Federalists and anti-Federalists* and th© 
different views they took of the-new Constitution 
■". ..grew Mueh'icor© cut of differences of position and . 
of local and personal interest* than cut of any 
differences of opinion as to what ought to be the 
ends and fractions of government or the methods' of ■
.its admlnletratlcm»la
let, Hildreth does not hesitate to express strong opinions m  the 
various issues and personalities involved* For sxs®g&% he writes that
   ,.,   ..
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"Though a great advocate for toleration and liberality in matter of
15
religion, in politics Jefferson mm a complete bigot#” But having 
'.gone on to explain t#by be M b expressed this strong opinion be says 
tlsat Jefferson1# antipatby toward Hamilton grw partly nm& of nere
personal jealousy, partly baaed on imagined dangers to the liberties
. M
of the country— who can tell in what precise proportions?11 He attempted
to maintain an objectivity in presenting Ms arguments* he gave the
facta and when interpreting them and giving' the canoes of actions- he
attempted to'give the various possibilitieai unlike Bancroft he does
not change the causes to fit a group of metaphysical lave#
These differences become clearer when we compare like sections
of Hildreth* s. History to.those already cowed of Bancroft1®# For
example, where. Bancroft saw Bacon*® rebellion as a fweXy democratic
movement, Hildreth relates necessary facts and allow the reader to
draw his own conclnsicw* Quite cleverly Hildreth pulls this confusing
"rebellion" together at the beginning of his discussion of it by
pointing gu that.there had long been discontent in firginia and that
%othirig, ■hmmmp ill wanting, except, si* Occasion and a leader, to
throw the whole cmmxalty into a flame# An 'Occasion was- soon found
X?
in an Indian varf a leader presented himself in Hathaniel Bacon*1 
Throughout the section he brings out both the faults of Governor Berkeley
and of Bacon and his followers* - for example, after pointing out the 
rather careful -plans Berkeley mad# for the protection of, the colony
15 ' r
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against the Indian raids, Hildreth cays*
In the present excited state of the public mind, 
this scheme of defense was not satisfactory* fhe 
governor was accused of leaning toward the Indians j 
the forts were denounced as a useless bur den $ and 
offensive operations were loudly demanded « « «
■Bacon* to whom the -'governor had refused a ecawaisfsion 
to heat up for volunteers against the Indians* was 
■ particularly forward# He gave out that* m  news -of 
any further depredations* he should march against the 
Indians, commission or no cormaissioa# An attack 
upon his own plantation* near the falls of James 
Elver* afforded him ©needy occasion to carry hie 
threats into effect*lc
At no point does he magnify Bacon into the protector of popular rights
and herald of popular liberty that he' is in Bancroft#s description# In
fact* he says that although Bacon "had taken the most prominent part in
the late commotions* known* .from him* as Bacon*s Rebellion* but*as. often
happens .in such oases* others less forward had-exerted perhaps a greater 
19
.influence* *. Bo Hildreth does. not necessarily see Bacon as. the primary
actor of the rebellion# Hildreth concluded this 'section on the rebellion
with changes in laws— both what h© considers improvements and not— brought
about in part from the rebellion and the subsequent royal investigations
in Virginia* With a touch of wry wit he added tt?he Indian war* the
immediate cause of all the late disturbances* seems to have subsided so
20
soon as expeditions against the Indians were dropped*"
Ifalike Bancroft* Hildreth's position on Bacon's Rebellion is not 
predictable# Hildreth puts in the event, their causes— both underlying 
and immediate— but his conclusions follow from empirical law©'• He does
wnot have automatic heroes cap. villains to aphold— both Bacon and Berkeley1 e 
actions are repox-ted and neither tarns oat a hero or a-villain#
Again in his description of the Barth Carolina Begaletws«*~whii© 
choiring that the poor westerners had legitimate. grievances**"»he at no 
time eays that it is a disagreement between Colonial, patriots and despotic 
Englishmen# tn fact# he shows it to be a clash of interests and ooints 
out that the Regulators became staunch Royalists when Josiah Martin, 
subsequent governor# cultivated their good will and redressed some ofn
the wrongs done to them— a fact that Bancroft fails to mention#
I now turn to a close analysis of the Antinomian controversy to 
determine how Hildreth uses historic causation and compere his use of it 
to Bancroft’s# Hildreth# like Bancroft, begins Ms description of the ' 
Arrfcinoaraian crisis with a general paragraph about the religious nature of 
the controversy# Bub wMle Bancroft fe leading paragraph only sets a 
vaguely emotional stage where a controversy could occur# Hildreth explicitly 
states ‘that-the controversy mas over the difficulty of reconciling "the 
doctrine of .the, special personal enlightenment of each believer with that 
strict unity of faith and 'discipline esteemed in tfass&chusetts no less 
essential than at Hesse* ** He goes on to state that this difficulty had 
already caused local controversies but now t^hreatened to' divide the whole 
colony into two bitter and hostile religious factions*w
Mm Hildreth describes the two opposing factions i Group A is composed 
of the "heads and fathers. of -the church1 who are the e^stablished m&hmrit&m 
of a new theocracy^  and they now "pursued, without# mercy or remorse# as
  „   ;—    —  —  -----*
£?o*
mheretics and schismatics, the very persona by whom their Sate position 
m s occupied*55 Group B is composed of numerous newcomers who brought 
n m  Moss trm England. Then he describes Anne Hutchinson as their 
. leaders she is %  woman of talent* ready eloquence and great self-reliance* 
an acute disputant, but, like most of the leading colonists, very imch 
under the influence of religious enthusiasm, not unsdased, as often happens, 
with a little vanity .and great love of power.” Be continues this 
description of toao by saying that she begun Mto hold meetings in Boston, 
at- which, under the pretense of repeating sermons, she' soon began to 
-criticise them, assuming to instruct the sisters of the Church in.the 
-most recondite doctrines of theology.15 "She Maintained « * , justification 
by faith alone55 but Hildreth points out that this is an involuntary faith 
given to the elect.' He also points out that this doctrine "the fathers 
of Ikes&chusetts were very forward to admit*" But Anne goes cm to ask 
"what was the value, what the necessity of use, of that forma! and pro­
tracted worship, that system of life so ascetic and austere to which 
those fathers ascribed so ranch importance?” This' question "was the basis 
of what was denounced in lew England as Antin<aaianism. n "This doctrine 
struck * • « a most deadly blow at the ©elf-esteem and the influence of 
the present leaders" {Group A). Their austere lives did not show they 
were members of the elect yet they also held'to. this doctrine of Justification 
by faith alone. Therefore, they answered by saying "all such assurances 
must be false and deceptive .. .  unless, accompanied by outward evidences
of sanctity in life and conversation and they denied." the pretended personal
22
union with the Holy Ghost as no better than blasphemy.15
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Mm Hildreth specifies &m$*s leading followerss fane, H he young 
governor, . & a m . of Idndred. spirit, ■ who. denoted in. enthusiastic 
subtleties,!* tfeeMvid^bb, lfher brother-in-law, a minister lately arrived,
and Israeli in favor with the Boston Church,” the inflnential Gotten, who
2.3
leaned to her og&Mons,* and .a majority of the Church .of Boston*
Idke Bancroft, Hildreth in Mb first three paragraphs has'set up the
grounds of the controversy and the major actors* Bat Hildreth though less
prdlte is more .precise* • .Hildreth stated the doctrinal disagreement in one
sentence* ■he also points out that there are two powerful .groups vying for
power i». the. .eMcmy— these already established and the newcomers (A and B 
ft*.
respectively}* ■ Be also sets the emotional stage for such an argument 
but with a precision which. Bancroft muatavoid to save Ms heroes from 
criticism# ■ Hildreth Is also more precise about Atm#1# .character.and 
although he does not discount her religious fervor still he sees in. her 
v^anity and lor# of power*” Hildreth devotee a long, paragraph to Ann# and 
pictures her .at-the prime m m  in the dispute* , Although for Bancroft-she 
is a heroine of religious .liberty, he avoids saying vary much about her* 
Hildreth while .describing group A as having nlost that position which gave 
it Its chief glory to the Furltan name” * -*• * that of .^ opposition and reform11 
and m  being e^stablished authorities of- a new- theocracy* still does not 
imply that members of group B, therefore, are heroes* &  elnorly states 
that group B iweJir emphasised a belief held by both groups— wG0dfs free 
grace to the elect# * Be even, gives a possible rationalisation to Or cup A
M * >
2b
Battle demonstrates In Balmbis and Sectaries .that the core group 
supporting Anne was not made up' of a mapri^of newcomers*
so
for their subsequent harsh treatment of group B'when.he says? ' *1x1 the. 
mouth of Luther that same question had availed to overthrew the ancient
and gorgeous fabric • of papal superstition and Roman earemor&&X, could
the n m , frail, illoosapacted system of. Hew Boland Congregationalism
^  **> ^aspect to stand against £bhe doctrine of Justif iestion by faith alon©/?1
RlXdreth at no time implies that Croup B wishes Religious freedom,1* 
but instead he implies that religious enthusiasm combined with desire to 
Imp or attain, power and leadership in the colony were at the bottom, of 
the controversy* Therefore# Hildreth, while critical, of group A m  leaders 
of a "theocracy,n sees group B as only desiring a shift in. emphasis in 
religious doctrine In which they all believed* Arne is shown as being as 
fanatical as Group A, -and he demonstrates that the shift in doctrine would 
have serious political implications *
The main body of Elldneth*8 .argument is a carefully developed genetic 
explanation* -It a^ caciioates the genetic- explanation of the introduction*
It will be recalled that by s ta tin g the occasions acted upon by the actors 
a developmental causal chain, is the method of esplanatioiu The object is 
to give enough of' the necessary evidence to- explicate how it is possible 
to arrive at the final., outcome from the original situation* Within the 
chain of occasions the causal connection between events is not always 
explicitly stated* The occasions themselves should imply the causes and 
enough necessary evidence should be given to support these Implications* 
Thus,, they depend on what X earlier described as an empirical generalisation*
Hildreth, History* X, 2b3«
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Hiving given m  ill# general sibuabitin and the character of the major 
actors lEldreth proceeds with hi® genetic argument which can 'bo outlined 
a® follows?
_. 1*- A violent splitinihe colony on religions 
grounds* ,
t*' Arne tell® moat of, the church members and 
ministers that they are w^ader a covenant -; 
of works 3” tMs includes most of the old 
leaders*
J# Wheelwright maj this niwtdicms .
ccs^ parisofi11 in a semon*
It* IMS give® offense and 'Mhaelwrigbb Is called 
in on a charge of sedition*
5# H® is  immM <piliy despite several petitiow 
in Ms favor bet sentence is postponed*
6* Group A resolves to bold election® out of 
Boston away from Anne*3 influence*
f # Heotloos are held and Wiathrop is elected 
but Vane and. Coddington are .chosen deputies ' 
from Boston after the elections for governor 
1 so the AMincmdans are not completely subdued*
6* How group A calls for a synod to settle the
bieo&egteiil qw«g$&M». brought up by Hr®* Hutchinson*
p* Hiny 'tracts 'are written on- both ©id#®*
10# Seeing that group A mm winning Cotton ’prepared
to yield#11. ■
11# %esolv©d to prevent any accession® to their 
eppcwati from abroad* the tritimphant party 
2pt the ©lections? enacted the Alien law*'1
12* There is an outcry against this so Hinthrop 
writes a treatise in its defense*
13* Vane replies to this defense*
Iti* But soon Vane leaves for England to ’’act on a 
broadar stag®*6
15# (now, true to hi® one development Hildreth turn® 
to the BiKtuod war— in six psgte he continues with 
the crisis)-
16* the. war ends and n m  they need to 'tel with , 
heretics so tfas leaders call a synod* ■
'11V- The synod- is e«p©sed. of #1dears (some just 
- arrived) end lay delegates ir m  all' the 
; churches*
li* Before the synod mm laid a list of eighty-two 
’’false and heretical opixixw rn^' t^assdiole* 
acsne - ex|iressicaiEC* “ and divers tlper?ersiofis. of 
Scripture#11,
%9m “The eighty-two opinions wort ecaidemned at
- i « . » —  V i .  r , t - w  V ^ v U k l ^ t e : A i t J <% ' # * 4 a b i A * i S  *^$baamkt 9 9once # * * m m  by wneexwrigot* *
20* “Sosse of the Boston delegates objected to the-, 
graduation before the .synod of. such a -list of 
error avowed-'by nobody* m i expiring: the- colony 
to unnecessary reproach*1
21* They insisted too strongly oh tide east %ere
by .throats of magisterial interference*1
' 22* Therefore* .“seme of them left the assembly*1*
2|* • Thus ” the ground was cleared* there remained 
only five points of dispute between Cotton aM 
. Wheelwright m  the one hand# and the rest of .the 
ddsrs on the other*1,1
2k* These are ’reduced to three*11.
25*' These three 'are stated so ambiguously that Cotton 
.- and the elders are satisfied but not Mhedwright*
- 26#, Also Soots points .of ere deterwiiaed* -
27* ’^Wheelwright ■ and his, party persisted in'- their 
errors*1
, ■ "  •  ;  1 v  /  . v ;  •< v  ■ .  .  , . ,  .
21# ' This synod “proved no more successful than others 
before, and, since* in bringing about unity of 
opinion#6
2f# “Convinced •that two so opposite parties could act 
contain in the same body; without apparent hmm&  
of ruin to th© whole#* the General Court « * # 
resolved-upon decisive steps*1
30* “Asjtofall* elected to the court as a deputy from 
■ ‘ ■ Boston# m a deprived of .his seat#, disfranchised* -.and 
banished because he had drafted the Boston petition 
presented at the previous court in itaielwright1® 
favor*- a'very moderate and respectful document*1’
S3
Jl«: ^Htncoileagu©* who justified the petition, though
• "-ft® laiaoti signed it, was also
32* - “The men of Boston inclined to re-elect thee©
: '-eespeiled dsputtssf tot Gotten ymeauaded them/**1
33* “Two new deputies were chmm* tot mm of 
these was redacted because h© too bad signed 
■tie obnogloug petition* so the vacant seat
fWBSssd unfilled*1* '
Hi* -■ *^elwright having refused to leave Boston, 
of' to give up ttf* public • exercising©1 was 
disfranchised and banislied#<f
35* B^s appealed to the king ^ without remiXt?#11
36* *%*©♦ seteh&ssoD ms also banishedj but* because 
. it m& winter ©be was placed in custody*1*
37*. % h r i E  was banished, all signers of the
• petition (socoept these who submitted) and'.all 
.active supporters of Anne had to turn in  their 
arsis*
30* ■ The court' passed ’laws against those that defame 
their proceedings*
3f * They sent to England an account of the crisis so
n(kM ly friend#11 would not d^iscouraged item removal, n
1*0* Anne withstood strenuous effort© tm  her conversion 
.made by the eldsrs during custody*
111* She fell into new nerrors*T1
1*2* "Hwl up before the Boston Church * * * eh© m s
•clearly confuted* * • # * y&d/admonisbed by 
Gotten*R
1*3* At a ©ubsequent church meting she was excommunicated—  
after many arguments*
hh* After this her spirits revived and %h© gloried in. 
her suffering©*R
hSm On order© f r m  the governor ©lie leaves the Jurisdiction*
Ii6* She is almost accused of witch craft becausn of her
%H9Sleter,, birth*
1*7* New two strong law© were passed, against dissenters 
that were m m  repealed*
A: t*B# uAb tli© final triumph of the orthodox party*
•; Cotton* at a public fast* f<Sis! confess- and 
• bewail hi© 'em' and the Oaurcb#$ security and’ ■
&mMM>by wtoeupm • so tssasy, dangerous. ©were 
. to-gotten u^#*tr • ■:-.<■
Ilf*'/ Cotton recovered* thereby* bis- nfomer jmtote 
bhrc^ jghout tbs country of Hew Iffeglajad*
la tbis genetic a^lanatica* 2 and | suggest an egpl&natlan of mby
li fcaj^to--why tb» arthodSK clergy wowli begin to fear group B# 5* tbs
strength1 of group B (mg&me petition©)* but shess that group A still
.retains' enough power to find a taeaito of group B -guilty of sedition# 4*
that group A retains enough power to toe the elections in a -pace
preferential to thsmelvest* 7* 11* Hi* 25# ■3% 3k* each strengthens the
petition of group 4* ¥hil© 12* IS* 20* 22* 28* show that group 3-has a
strong following throughout lbs ccmbrTOrey* However* grcup 4* by having
and keeping control of bhe-aeehaaism of gcwarattenb* slowly erodes the
power of group 3# ■ 29-38 t^ slain bow gtw tp  k went about ^ Urinating tbs.
.isaeers ot group ** oy oanishfljfflsti and new Jaws* - riiiiyyy* njjLarcwn .ynpjwies
that because of U  m i  Pmrn%n am erstwhile followers abandon to (h2) 
and she leaves ttan colony# - cotton recant© publicly and this is the tJfinal 
triumph of -the' nbtbodw .-party®1 (h8)0 ¥itMn this genetic esptoatioa 
Hildbceth Bhows bow paoti of the sioaHer tfiussphs of the orbhcH$€&cy were 
possible! 6 partly eaqp&a&jifir ?| l?-2b help' explain bow 25. could. occur. and 
|2 mptiMtem 30# With the eli^mtim of the leaders of group B the 
ia$&icabi©n is'that the leaser somber© .of group B either left the coleasy
jfrjfci-tM itiriiiTBi jTi'r-M'm'mr it* m  •flUtMS -dM ■> fiAi - .«■—■mp fctiMt#»fMi .^ | jOtjM*-'*.:^ # «■*»•* jS^'- •■-■-—  f T f  ..Je^ u •■ A.-*'- ^  ■•—  dM Mittanalt# ^  ---- -S- 4^S^©06tiQfv©M # C CjSSO IINStiULtii JsCfilwl^W ■^fcSNSSS fQJLC3Q^0t/flt - US ©50t
Ame#s leadership abilities and also- ITm the power displayed by the orthodox
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party* Hildreth makes 'it clear that although grotip .4 1® fe&rfnl of 
losing political control of'the colony (6), itnever does so and is 
able eventually to' use harsh measures to eliminat© group B (11# 31#
33# 3V 36# 37# 36} even though there is opposition to -way of their 
methods (7, ?# 12, 20, 32)# %  following Hildreth*# argument closely 
\ it is possible to'arrive at the conclusion of the. coyote triumph of 
the orthodox party frm the original position of two string and closing 
parties#
Hnlik© Bancroft* Hildreth does not suggest that the position 
dwindled sway after the synod# ' Hildreth shews precisely shat happened 
to the leaders and many of the followers of group B and build© an excellent 
case for the triussph of the arthodaqr over strong, opposition. Bancroft 
■did not do this very clearly* He only claimed that vaguely stated pressures 
plus success at the elections accounted for the triumph of group A* let 
this is a weak easplamiion for he stated numerous conflicts between the 
.group# after the election that indicate a still powerful group 1®.. Hildreth# 
by staying with his original designation of the grouper and by using his 
genetic form of eisplanabion, has- made his case for the trinmph of the 
-ertfaotifasy a. strong one*
What is crucial in the argument is whether on© can arrive at 10 from 
If With Bancroft tins- evidence to arrive at his conclusion that Aime was 
harbinger of religious -freedom was. untenable* Within iEldreth*© applanation, 
per ©e, we can arrive at Ms ecstolueioxi by the chain of events that he 
presents# His explanation of the Antinomiaa controversy is valid because 
the evidence presented is instantiated*
l^ rpieaXly Hildreth does not suwarise this section but passes on to 
the oooerefc# results of the Antinomiaiwi1 exile— where they went, etc*
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Because of hie notions of objectivity his explanation was not primarily
a&m& at determining who wm  right or wrong during tfa© o oatr oversy hot 
at why and how it. occurred and what the results of it war©*
Though Hildreth presented the ccmtroversy precisely ha is open in 
this latter part of hjft ~ to the criticism of being merely a
chronicler* In this last part he gives a® Just a factual sleets using 
empirical generalisations# He again takes '-the position that objectivity 
means a presentation of only the factual event®* ' So, whUe his genetic 
argument is warranted it is sketchy in places and cones to no definite 
conclusion because he was. using empirical generalisations for Me 
expXaimbim end not attempting to support a definite hypothesis#
It is enough to show that Bancroft's use of hxstoric causation takes 
an a priori fem and is used to bear out - a scheme of -universal history#
Thus# what he says on each topic is predictable# The M xtinm lm , controversy 
as an example of agenebic explanation and the other ©jmtaf&es that were 
given eyre ■a- consistent view of Ms approach# However# in investigating- 
Hildreth's m n of causation it is not enough to point out that he conveys 
the causes of the .intiiwian controversy in a warranted way# ■ It la 
expects that Hildreth, by placing facts in order# could handle well, m
: ■. 2?
incident of short duration, requiring fairly simple genetic esplamtien#
In genetic explanations the series' of events are inferred -causes which
W  ; ; . . . '• ;
For .examples of Genetic Sxplanations, see, Hildreth, History# I# 
h5-h6—.Cartiers i I# Ih5-Xb8— Dutchj I, 197-198— Budley recces Winthrop 
■m governor I II, 362-363— Ogcbhorpes IX, l$9**h6lj haddock's failure; ' 
III, 190-192— H o w ©  and failure to occupy IMladelphial III# 3$4— , 
IsFayette's success with troops* I?, 203-286— St* Glair's defeat by 
Indians* 17# 617-621— Jefferson and Washingtons ¥# £9h-626— Burrs 
activities out wests ?1, 1*20— Hanson and Boston riots? VI, Sfl-S&S* 
Jackson at Hew Orleans*
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-explain the relationship between the first and last occasion which# if 
taken alone# would not explain each other# Thus# we could anticipate 
that#- if Hildreth merely set cut to pit -down fact# alone In chronological 
order he could write this type of argument well# But what of the types 
of causation designated as reason-explanation and aggregate explanation?
In the' former type the historian-write# Ms explanation a# if it ha# no 
temporal spread and In the- latter he must draw together and balance the 
threads of events or: asperate genetic arguments to explain why collective 
events happened at a particular tine and h# also must incplatn the underlying 
causes and the immediate causes*. It is legitimate .to deteimdn© if Hildreth 
used these 'kinds- of arguments within the. context of his notions of the 
nature of historiography#.
Heason-eKplamticm -he used often— perhaps consciously* He often
talked--about the actions of actors based on what he though to be their
character or motive#, in certain situations* For exan^ ple# -in explaining
why Oates (during the Revolutionary War) was more successful than Schuyler
(whoa he superseded as commander of the northern Department) in commanding
and organising the troops# -Hildreth explains the circumstances surrounding
the- actor #: "Gates* aruy was increasing -every day* fb® Battle of Behmua *
Bights was sounded through the country as a great victory#- and the .harvest
being now over# the militia marched in from all sides to complete the ever-
' throw of .the invaders*" He explains the character of -the actors "Gates
was neither mere able nor ©ore trustworthy than Schuyler* but the soldiers
believed him so# and seal# alacrity# and obedience had succeeded to doubts,
28
distrust and insubordinaticme» The empirical generalisation in this
Ibid** 331* 208*
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eaqp&toatiosi- couldba stated in %Mb ways ' when an 'army la etreugtbened
by »ew troop© and, at least, believes their newoommnder to be Mr©
trustworthy and able %ban their former one, they will behave letter#
■Hildreth ignored temporal occurrences bare to explain the- success of
dates in achieving, control of his- troops* Hithin the eenUaet of the
evidence Ms argument ami generalisation are warranted* Here he did
not hesitate to drop chronology or the process of just listing facte
to indulge in an explanation that is not genetic# . As he did this often,
X conclude that although ha organised Ms mteri&l in. a rather clumsy,
chronological fashion his aim was not to present mere chronologically 
29
oriented facts*
By investigating■ his method of dealing.with a collective event It
becomes even clearer that be did not have a simplistic .view of historical
explanation as being a .process of merely presenting facts in temporal
order* In a chapter in Ms last volume he deals with Hbe character
and origin of the war* of 163.2* In the first paragraph he presented
Ms hypothesis or thesis concerning the wart
.lever,surely, was an unfortunate country precipitated 
into an unequal and perilous contest under circumstances 
more untoward* There are wars, perilous and unequal, 
which can not be avoided* The choice m y  sometimes 
lie, as it did at the eanxmneemaut' of the Revolutionary 
struggle, between submission to m  invading force and
^
For examples of reason~explamticns, see, Hildreth, History, I, 
1&-199 Silbort| I, ISO, Charles I and the charter! II, 211, Thorns 
Smith! H, 289, licholson as governor of S# C*i HI, 19b, laFayebtei 
III, Ii21-h22, offer to Washington! IF, hZ9 Bm Adams § IF, 31b,
Jeffers on j IV, 6k£-6ii6, Washington, and neutrality! ¥, .328*330, Adam* 
mission to Franc©! V, J10, Patrick Henry! ¥1, 629, Clay and Monroe*
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‘ resistance 4b all basards# For a purely defensive.' 
contest, deficient us the country m s  in military 
' preparati<ms# It ’had, in- the spirit of a free people* ■'
.afflple means to thwart the haughtiest and strongest 
invader# But the present mar mas of a very different 
'character* It m s  an offensive war* voluntarily 
undertaken on the part of the Ifeited States to compel 
■ Great Britain* by the invasion and conquest of her 
Canadian territories* to respect our' maritime right©*™
Hildreth wished not only to attempt to ©how the causes, or “origins11 of
the mar but he wanted to argue that the war m s  also perilous and
unnecessary#
In the preceding chapters he had already given a barrage of evidence 
indicating that France ms as guilty as Britain in disrupting our maritime 
rights #,od he had already' traced some of the underlying forces that ware 
names of the war# lew he begin©' this section by giving reasons for hie
■rrtrtlfW n'tf l4fctr 'Mi "Irirti ■> ^ ‘l jfflil J b  L k a b J L  MK**Mk tU#i *B ifcirtt'dit Mfc !■» ■ *; «k *® *  W iffi i i  t f  ftffrr’irti —. ^ j ,  tJL, J? #1- jHm «M»that the war m e  periioue t x/ "offensive opsratiens*. as a 
matter of policy * * * c m  never be justified, when rashly entered upon 
without forethought* means* e t preparation#1 The offensive strategy 
Hildreth feels was dangerous few a militarily weak country# 2) “Ikiapnliisity 
on the part of the people# and especially m  the part of those states 
whence men and money mush ' principally come# might have excused* in some 
degree* the preclpitaaey and want of preparation with which the war had 
bean declared ' # * # But such unanimity was entirely wanting#11 He says 
that the president and many of his advisers and the “active* busy and 
energetic section“ of the population were not. entirely in favor of declaring 
war*
Then Hildreth presented a transition paragraph that reveals a oca* 
nection between the perilous nature of the war and the etlgine of the war*
Ibid** ¥2f 313#
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%  explain©*! that the policy of both the old Eepablicans and the Federalists
.had been %llka neutrality and peaee#* Bat -while W^ashington end the
Fedenaliste had regarded as the best means- of securing those objects
swh a state of military and natal p^ aparaticaa as might inspire a degree
of respect #, # • Jefferson ail the Old'Beptablioaas badobjected to any
suet* milibasy end' naval establishments m  dangerous to Mberby, t^eost
as a^ peneive as war, and tending to the indefinite cmiinusne© of the
national -debt '♦ ♦ V n ; Jefferson proposed to rely “first on an iaporttmte. ■
ddj^ cssatif clamor for. <w rights # « * and if that failed, on a, resort
to oosneroisl restriction*” ' But lie implies that without the backingof
military strength those measures of the HepuhHeans would-'not be treated
with respect| therefore, impreparedness in a sense was a cause of the war#
the reason that the country was unprepared for' aggressive war m&
the fact that the Jeffersonian policy had was out# Bow Hildreth went m
to say that, whichever “scheme of policy51 one favored, “the very idea of
preaerting peace implied the necessity of earn© concessions— of the yielding,
at least for the moment, something of the utmost extent of strict right#”
lie Said that Washington by signing day1© Treaty and Adams by ratifying the
convention .with Bonaparte had both done this# Bat he pointed out that
though Jefferson had yielded to French demands,
his deep rooted dislike of Great Britain /rndg/the idea 
of any similar concessions to her. utterly abhorrent to 
.him#. Hence, his vehement opposition to the ratification 
of Jay^treatyv Hence Ms obstinate presistsnce in 
■ refusing ’the .’highly' conoiliatory offers of Grenville cm 
the question of is^ ressraant, and 'his rejection of Umrm*® ■
' treaty without ever baling submitted it to the Senate.
Hence that system of commercial restrictions eoscnenclrg 
with the nonimportation Act of I806, of which the grand 
object, however. France might have been, included- under 
some of the subsequent acts, to compel Groat Britain to 
yield# ■
Then Hildreth said that though Jefferson did not Intend war, “Yet that 
each a stickling for the extreme right, such an irritation constantly 
kept up, must lead inevitably to war * • •" 'This is "the first under­
lying cause that. Hildreth presented.' to Hildreth, Jefferson*© policies 
put the country in a perilously weak position militarily while inviting 
conflict by an. unwillingness to compromise with Britain*-.
Hildreth then went on to another underlying came 'of-the war* “But, 
however peaceful might have been the intentions of Jefferson and the 
other Republican leaders, there had all along existed a considerable 
faction, bent, from the beginning, on war with Great Britain,” ■ They 
had been kept under control by Jefferson but “under Kadison*s feeble 
and vacillating rule, and amid the excitement .produced by new collisions, 
this faction.had served m  a nucleus, about which the now triumphant 
war party had suddenly crystallised,”
.'This.original war party was composed of two elementss domestic and 
imported. Hildreth described the imported, element as small but important 
as they were mostly printer© and editors— veiled’ from Great Britain for 
political'reasons and “thus converted into mouth-pleces of the Democratic 
party, ■ they obtained and exercised an influence out of all proportion 
either to their numbers or their talent**1 The domestic element, until 
recently insignificant “had received accessions from various quarter©,n 
1) Those concerned with the budding domestic manufactures— mostly 
Republicans— were for the war as a means of shutting off British com­
petition, 2) Universal war spirit (the European wars) of twenty years 
duration had its effect* a) “On the sea-coast the spirit of enterprise 
found vent in exciting mercantile adventure,” b) "Tn the South and West, 
thousands of young men, ambitions of distinction and eager for action.
tat left in  tm m m &  by the im tttv s t tm  of » M w y # as they read day
%  day of battle after battle la Europe* had begun to sigh for words*
epaulets and solitary glory*1
Hildreth itotdtowtmted how these elements combined to help the
war to gain, control of the cabinets fsfhe war feeling thus invigorated ■
and. diffused} the old Republican policy discredited by apparent ffcllurej
the president known to be a -m i - who could be molded! what wonder that
the large number of young-and ardent n m  members isssemblad in the
twelfth C caress* bent m  aitotitobing headlong energy for wise caution *
Considered merely as political tm m m w r, this ntorming of the cabinet
was managed with skill* firmness* admirable courage, and was. crowned:
with remarkable amorne*1*
Hildreth spent the nescb three pages giving the various points of
view on the war and he showed why he felt that most of the immediate
excuses for going to- war were groundless* 1) Frame had. not stopped her
depreciatiant against American shipping although she allegedly repealed.
her orders f 2) Rthe British criers. in Council updated to emlnde us only
from trade with France • • • Holland and Northern Italy*1 * • • only'came
to els and one-half million dollars of our exportef 3) British vessels
hovering off our coasts descended a system of coast and harbor defense*
not hostilities! h) **Ehe alleged agency of the British in stiiauXating
Indian hostilities * » e remained m mere unproved suspicion*® end .5) a'
war cm would not help impressed seamen* Hi these pages Hildreth
listed the iiame^ ate causes of the war but he also gave evidence that the
war was perilous and unnecessary# lie then went on to give the various
31
sides of the ^ motion in more detail*
w n — L . n u ^ n  BIW1«>'»| | | mi -   mi.w n M . r i o n n trJt *31
Ibid., ¥1* 313-323.
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'i-fjMt Tm -Jt M i ■ J l#  irfk. •*“•■ . j a ^ u J L  Mnj£fr % i a « i  A -: — .At ^  .— .« . - *  jrtm m A i "M «nin iit i itw ■> n  *-h n* if' A i M h J iuitinxri the context ox ii3us 0*3®t juagioents aootit the iicaaocossox^  ms
perilous quality of the Wimp* of 1832 HHdreth bas clearly brought the
various threads of genetic eH^ lsn&tioms together and shown bow the was*
eaia© about at* that paiHkicuXsr tine* lb© imdarlyiisg gemeyolirabiGm ho
nade was that a wax spirit m l  party have long ©agisted **nd they achieve
control of the tii&chimery of the gcmsMgttvt through a weak president and
there mm irritations with which they can stir up th® imsn&mi through
control of.--an iispotiamt ao^ oont of the prees# then war can ha ewpected*
fhia- s&gmsat indsibibs a prbtmMMstie for% it cannot he deduced frora
the evidence- given hat. Hildreth's evidence warranto the conclusion that
although these ware the causes of the war# aiill the war was both isa-
32
necessary mi perilous* Host modern hist crime agree with Hildreth • a
m * .  T J r * i u t  ’ w  f r t * »  c j f e g  j c a  u . j k .  —  a , ^ ^  a -  ^  j f c »  »■• j t  « s  «uc<  jstestisiat© anout the war ctx io*&i within the argument what is crucial is 
the forts, that the ^ yp1* itwqet cn bakes * it ie a valid atte&ipb to present 
evidence fron a specific. poamtof view# .in. the form of am inductile and 
ppd^blHsSic mgusBeut# giving enough of the necessary ©vidmc© to supiwarh 
m« conclusions * ihe moment of w l w  judgment entered ilica he accepted 
or rejected hi©-- hypothesis a© what is considered emeu# evidence is a 
pragmatic judgment®
^ ur..iiiiin w »i—in »^ i^ »nw!iwii-«.wii.li»( T !■■ L<i»»i»iiiW>i.'i.if'i»«wu ii'»:t?j>ij»W',»ij«.>nt»-i«ii.i>iiiiMM»iiMH ,»iiw if,"< iiii»n.nn»^ '>ii i«»qi—..wiimu, n mn i,bu iMin i.iB^ii^TCTiiaWiiiwjwDwwi nm n ,;ijmr. t iin.ini»i»w««wrn«
For m tm plm  of aggregate esqplmatton* see# Hildreth# ftoterr* 1#
1*9# decline of Spanish interest in cdomlaatlo&f I# 77~?of”Sg33sh 
maritlise adventures# 1# I$?$-!*82# causes of §&mg Philips ¥ar| H# 3i*5~X&7# 
daleni witchcraft trials! If, 37k-3?8# third' intercolonial war* HI#
25-29# Boston .tea party* 1X1# 163-16?# losses at the begging of the 
Evolutionary Wwp| IF# 2Q6-2XJ*# aasumpticni ?# 3894*08# presidential 
election of 1800|, VI# 296-306# declaration of war*
6%
Si oonti&tiidUNi* EKWbcirtli oft an (too®- iiors thaa just %tstsi JSaet©81 
for'thera is' ample tlmt lie- handles alltbraa typo# of sKgdtaratttiaa
 ^^ascl io ttKfy® jiajpor as tsoiaiB of tbroa jios ©ibis tj^jpss of bistorioai 
SjSCJpiaiiati C&IS ) if , €lfeJjlS©tillEit2^ i<S OOfc ‘StibKES^B ©JOlOI3Q^lll0aS fOW IfOyteBtfe llitil 
laereXy relatii^  facts aod depfts&ag on exqg3lgd&a£ genasaSUatlans * la is 
Objective in tts$ sense that ho aj^ oais to esipirioal mtM&mm to axj&airi 
fait* lis^ potbasas hietorioal avsuts*
omotmxm
A careful mw$$aMm of'Bancroft »© use of MsfeoriB causation repeals . 
that Mb a^ gimaiits usually fMl to sxptlAitt Metcrteal sweets. Apart 
from a 3uspd.cl.Ofi “that h© may not have handled Mb- ©videnc© with collet© 
honesty* os the eradLdenc© appears in M« Mstory Mb e^ lai^ bious
still burti out to be mere $u*op&gard&. For ©sB&Bg&ej it was logically 
impossible to afriir© at the conclusion that itn&e was * harbinger of 
religious -liberty' frcsn tb© ©i?id©£io© that Bancroft gam. it was scpxally 
impossible to infer that group A imp C€Sf>e»©$ of ties' ^ccrnm pecpl©11 who 
wer© merely duped by the&r leadens Into noting agMnst their cs® interests**** 
liberty. As we saw throoghoufe * Mb Insistence ~ on cert&ta netapl^ eioM. 
laws directing history forced him to misuse consistently Motoric causation. 
Sines he would not gi^ e up th© fonsiilaj he oo^ iotoi^ lF .or i^ eonscle^ ly 
molded Mm srgmeata to bear out Mb metaphysical laws* 2te popularity 
of Mb history was at- least partly attributable to the fact that he pro- 
©anted a ttfew of America eei^tibla w&ii* w§mb wgy or
wished to. bdiBire. about the- history and destiny of -their ecuntry* father- 
gore* ho wrote with a .flowery grace .that appealed 'to many people* Mm 
l^ pMafity^  hoimm?$ M' to b© regretted for .George Bancroft helped 'to 
perpetuate nary of the patriotic distortion* in American history which 
only recently -ter© tmm refuted .-and# perhaps* still Mnger on 1st grade 
school teste ant 'in the minds of much of the general public.
iKaA -tS A l. WWI Bfclll mH ilM.f.1 iM —j  A i B.'Sflk.te.B* -W *Hk T tIW  iltfdft f t t t a i l l  jS  iNlfe ik ' a k t e M k  Y  M M  J i .  7  «S -MMiMttjdk *W Bit h i . my a w p a w t  that bancroft's tiiBbcry is eo^peteiy irw&iid as
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j h j K J k .  HI ' mmff ■» nil %EHk«2f '# * ■ •  till imi iff rrt "‘”~ jMW^ air ita ' f i  arfi uU» w j t j t  dfetti W A  .MtiSt. 'lifiHf AiAlffiri JWIrNk ’0 -“piece ot explanatory xuntoric&x wnMM$* mM- MMmw& can not? only oe 
of interest"a® repfeseiitatiire «*f certain attitudes# ,p*e judlee©# and
iind vn i i'jto MBiAt.JS Jik. i& |n  iBT i h  im M*. *-*-«■ *  J O  — — *  ■- —t-— 'fc-. i j M uJk i t r~a -a-  ft fcii r~t wlf Jf T r  T t ^  aBn«fc» miw iffP&triOtiO ICt&aXS Of 43KSi0- OJW era* If IflOdCril OlatOff?fans Can Still consider 
Ilanereft & valid ■MsSwisiat they ®tisb glw up any elsin to the p<BSl,MSSty
that history can he " a valid# objective expl&^ttai of the- past in any .
<
sense* Wet Itaoreft# with vast awants of. prlis&ry source aatoariala at 
his disposal# aiilldistcmisd oaasatioo# If this in Matorical m»
■ panati«mf then history1 a function in not to enlighten nsa&ind about the 
.paat but only to reinforce preconceived Moss about the role of a country 
or people in the present me#' perhaps* to direct the fntea through 
indoctrination* ! If thin is notthe function of history# it in vital to 
be able to show that 'indeed the -m M m m of history can be need to explain 
the past* ’ Hhat In crucial about Bancroft*® ffiirfcpgff in that* even with 
authentic pr&nary satiroaa'- and careful research# .She $M. not explain the 
past but Barely supported bAs' own preoonoeivei noblc&s#
What# did Bancroft feel* is the. .purpose end a&m of historical ueitl&g? 
It In w  jwipianb that Bancroft m@' caught between a %cientifiof> view of 
M®to*y and an cSUlef tradition osf history m# InstrmDti^al# up^ lifting#
-«fc *1 *  mm  * 8  n il I m I  W i t  J& tjb A  ^  ^  w  Ae B^K^ Mnry literature*
As I have shewn# the net? Ideas In Metorieal reaeardi that Bancroft
onecwuitered in Ger&sny de^ iidsfl that 'tbs historian be hrdftow in bio search
for sad inapection of prlmry source material# fhis was the era which
■ 1
?an f& sm l labels d^ocwanla** ^ feverish activity by historian# to c^ py# 
edit# ml preaenre -evmsfy ecrap of evidmaee about the past* .BancrmTt joined 
in this rush to collect amorce zoaterial idth relish. M-:fe ©KtensdLve library'
v e i i - » < j iM i ii« w p ^ w i r » w i M »jn fi i h n  e ^ w » n i f . r n i a n w M M > P « iee iw > w w j i w c i'^  r i w w i ^ » w i«iio < j g y e j n i i WiB > ^ p > e ^ ^
Van Taaaei, S^ergAng, 1Q3,
6?
wm a real' coatytt^lmto future Matas^ ians*'
ami the using of prlsmry sources it* mot' me,aspect .of
a tis* way. to write history* Slightly earlier* <Jared Spark© had edited
and preserved’ Msiorieal dtxmmdtfr with seal tat whom he edited and' wobts
he. had in mini hot m  hist cry hut a literatur© that would
up-lifh the ewtm people of America and mv&d marm m  their- guide*
' Be said it £$ oprepmterous and aboard# for historians be write -about
2
. those **fj32u> .hate dene nothing worth. resi^ ihering *** Sparks selected
i  - . ;  V '  i  i . : ■ ,  ;  ■
the lives o# gjw&'ttsm as 'the- proper- subject for liietor^ *
. Bamerifb ialoss a wider v&em than Sparks and writes about the t&o&e 
;g£.4m$easi Metof^ ret*- 'hie p m i M m  i# met far 'fra®, that of sparks* .$p 
emfeiming ■ yflrnqpitti't concept if the i^dea*1 of Jtaarlea tilth Sjwsartse*
cmeepb of the pushes#' of an an ‘ina^ ufitioiiail,. w®M& ms arrives
at a e’^Mwyiftr csf Bmoroft*s alias# INr he too wots Iiisbor*f
. not for the purpose of as^ lafeiiig the past hot ee a tool to mold future 
venerations*
let. Ssmorcffe ie more - porpl^ King them Sparks for he diet not oc^ seoi emisl^jy
admit tsriting ssceispJLary histori as- hie aim* jQa hie. intreduction to hie
l^etey Bancroft eepet
I am tmpiweed more strongly -Item war tilth a 
easts# of the graisdeur and w&simess of the subject,:
#  MU Mill i f  |in MMH M» ,1|.‘| JL . 4*. '3L-. TifiiM rtt- -tl il' S i#  M **flp A^Maerxow ana am ready to emerge myeexr wxtm 
' p»eetmiptioa for-v&a&w&ag on so bold an entsx*pri»s«
I can find for myself no excuse hut in the sincerity 
with which -1 haw# sought to collect -truth fro®. 
trustworthy domsaeate and h^ti&my. ■ I have desired 
■ to give to' the work -'the interest of authentioity* ■ ■ 
x nave appjuioa as x nave prmaaueaj tine prsncipxee 
of hdabaricai - ekeptlciem^  y»«d not" myself -
«3ared Sparks^  ^Bistery^ As^ypidm Shjeeua. of literature, and -^Sfee 
Arts. 11^  no* S (Haroh# l81P)f ill.
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to grow weary oosipariag witnesses* -or ccflaDwXtirg 
. codes of laws* t  :fm m endeavored to 
to sqt narrative* hy darlvli^  it froa, 
writings and sources which wore .the eootewperarles
of the that are described** '
Beooroft' plohciNM hlijjself os one of a now breed of hishcrisns * iya X 
pointed out in part X* he JW& ho was a ftocientlflo1* Materim for two
Juk^sifci^ a  ^E?Ms: #t t4b  ,M *. ^ . a u k  W « ~ r  ,J- - ™ 1 -—^ —-^■-S1^ — —..  ■-.-*■• jjMT-rftoii ■*-"»■•-*•• ^  -'-^  tfiiiT nr dt'it tiiiihtiilS ijta .*•&. Jrt->mi J*« a h ' •*— “ -• —*reasons# w$mm# oeeacse no meet p w r y  souwoo ta&veri&is and second* 
became ho interpreted Mf1 'setapl^SoaX Ssw as the eEpirioalXy’ discovered
1f» uiilii i  lit, aM.'jSfr i*  f l “hf< Bti-Hi*4r ,Mt. j& i& irk it «fr>i* r ' rtrtiii* ~ilft tifW tOitfcMt '- f t  %■ dh --  -*-•<■*- - i^. .***... A  — =-- JQi- .Jft .JO t^inVni ^  ^  •^ ■—^- A  mm, 4ltt O L f b ^ M i A j i kw s ®  ox -^ ir jppfxoii oevexopeo 3n til# past one would Gevexop m  tns
" fj fJ t  M- # f i r i r * n  M k i f r  m* f t i i a  JMiiffi jiriLMuiii'dn a ik i f  t u i i f r  flfftiOt rffWYiiniWH’ ^  '*■■*»- ■*- *%  wat.. rAt' Jfe J n *  jMi '%{j*tii'jiiyimifr**f V<-*y -*C - A .^  ,tft .a*,. J OMS xae& 0* & lTOS^tlflO ' 1® CC«i|2&raDX6 to W0  M&T!X3MSl iQPSE or
Mattery# on. aXX-^ occe^ EOsing, aMolnte acherae that ^ pXoln© **11 develop** 
iswbal change# Both of these fcmito Involve the Mels, irony that they 
are the antithesis of solme® because they both depend on tnel^ pliysicaX
*  * 4 w l h s e f l  ^e#% ^ tifeMb**itaife. ^ k n O  WMr J u . C u .  »*■. l U M i H k A w i S  #  a t #i yi ta d tr  * 0  iinrirt >t 'if #fii ■# A - t a r - a 1-  -~~ •■j.-.-^^A l a  .a , .  A ,■Xfiws wijwtcii oove no omxsi on tn# ees^ xriooik wospio and ore tmis on vosto «2.e •
wtaMI tl^ t ho wc^ld flw to M» Itxlmoot of
.jit a 'th Q l't tl  #B > r t.A  iff _#M.nf i t f f k %l lT  t t k ^ b  -jje lit" rffl lMa* 't^ i j f '  i'ii life ^  ■i-.-dt A     ■ 4Wlb..'.^ j, -u-aotiiiexitxcjLty ano oppxif t«e of hiotoriCEi sK®|^ ioi#n#w iTe*-
by- latter otatesaoat, im m m t that lie weald take into accmmt 
the oharaotor and aiifchaiitlcity of Mo priory eoorco Material# Ih -mfon 
eoggeetod that hie 'ardooo®. scholaroM# was a posililo' ^aaemiso for. Me 
ssiNPspiasg oo wsisnMnsii an ssmb^ peoso &$ writing a niotory of w e  watod 
dtatoo#’ let# Bam.roft was totaHy hHa^ei ijy this scholarship Into 
accepting the mlldlty of Ms cs»n work. Hhat -Is pltifCX yot signiflcact, 
la that all this research was ahoolctely In vain* 'Became of Ms ideas 
m  tee nature ©f Mstcfy (m  footed m  pages t| and £!t} 'ho ms ec®Mtted‘ 
to sa ahsolate fomilft which .Mo scholarship wctad he forced to l«r oat*
"W~ T WW^ ^
tx# y*
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Therefore* while Bancroft would deny Spark®* position In theory, in 
actuality lie writes similar history* Bancroft did not start out- to 
distort history for utility1© sake a© Spark© did# Because he was 
completely convinced that hi© metaphysical laws of progress of the 
common man and liberty as the driving force in America direct and 
explain American history* he had the same view of history as an in- 
structiaml media*. a propaganda .defies* . m ' did Sparks* .Although 
Bancroft was undoubtedly sincere whan he ©aid that he would be untiring 
in his quest for truth the framework within which he wrote hi® History 
did not permit the flexibility necessary to the waiting of an explanatory 
history*
HUdreth* m  the other hand* an early historian who tried to give 
explamiions for. past, events# Hildreth purposefully set out to avoid 
the Sparks-Bancroft model and to seek a truly scientific method of 
writing history# He was not always certain* however* what was involved 
in writing m scientific history*
Xa the first three volume© of .hi© History It "appear* that h© usually 
thought of Msterlc&l explanations a© being .merely the presentation of 
factual material which needed no extensive explanation* His chronicling 
often depended on what I have labeled in Part I as empirical generalisati cms * 
Therefore, in the long sections where this appear© to be hi® method* his 
history was-a mere ©ketch of the .past with little explanatory force. It 
Is probable that Hildreth was reacting- erroneously to the idea of history 
a© an irsitabXe example for men to follow and, also* in a desire to achieve 
objectivity in the sense of avoiding any personal comments or hypotheses#
This chronicling method he did not use consistently# When he gave 
explanations he did not abandon Ms empirical method but expanded it to 
use empirical laws* This I© a crucial difference between Bancroft -and
Hildreth*.'' By using empirical %MWS la bis explanations ho could change 
sad adapt thou to the turn situations that fee discovered la writing hi# 
history. ’ Thm*' Instead of molding Mg material he couXdattempb broad 
explanations of the past within a *£U»e£bio ' When one .recalls
that 'he wrote at the1 apex 'Of Bancroft*a popularity when mtiosmlistie 
Masteries were what moot people considered legitimaie, it is evert more 
incredible that he had the foresight and courage to venture such m  
experimental method*.
If the reader-'la often startled at the "objectivity, n the Modern41 
quality of his expirations, he should not be# In fact, it la my eon* 
tention that historians will have to reexamine wfeat la meant by "revisionist 
history* Hildreth*® explanations m y be thin— he .may have a very concise 
explanation' for m  event that has been studied in depth by'later Matcriane- 
bwt his explanatione are never empty# ' For example, hie explanation of 
the Antinomian controversy la not unlike that one given by Emery Battis 
in his long and carefully researched volume on this subject* This Is not 
to say that Battis does-.nest say store on the subject that is-of• interest -
or that he does net. introduce -new facte (e#g*, ;tfeat the cere- Aiftinomlane 
war© not mofcbly meacemere)-#. , Instead,' I believe that fey following the 
known evidence and giving a genetic explanation using empirical laws or 
. generalisations#' Hildreth avoided' the patriotic excesses of Bancroft and 
at the same ties wrote a concise and-logical, explanation of the controversy 
which still 'is# in the main, an acceptable 'one#
Of more interest are Ms explanations of the causes of the War of 1812« 
Bore fee stated a positive thesis which fee wished to prove in addition to 
the causes of'the war: that the war was perilous and unnecessary# Both
tli# causa® of. the war that h# states and this thesis ora not 'dated#
His stated causes are esaent&aily those giveatoday and most'modem
J
Mstorians also- agree' that the war was - perilous M s s  of Amartea**
' ■ $
u^ preparedneee# Bone historiaiis feel' that ■ the- war- was' probably '
6
unnecessary as well#' Slldrebh e m m  to' be m&qm[ in combining the 
two points$. one of the reasons he give# for the war' being rnmecess&ry 
was our ^preparedness, In other words, he feels thabin our own best 
interests we should have made sure we did not go into an offensive war 
because we were completely unprepared* Again, obviously what can be 
covered in a-few pages is not strictly comparable to whole volumes 
written an the War of 1012, but,in genial outline, Hildrethfs arguments 
are not dissimilar to recent studies in depth*
¥h#n Hildreth abandoned his clironicldng and used empirical laws to 
explain historical events he often tried to forma hypothesis and give a 
warranted argument - for ■ its acceptance* ^ Sometimes &U4reth*& seal as a 
reformer and abolitionist comes out despite Ms best intention® to b® 
objective* An mmple of- this appears in. his explanations for the cause®
lEldreth seems unaware that the "Orders in Connell" had been 
revoked (at least conditionally) before the declaration of war#
-. Additionally he does not emphasise the land hunger of -the westerners#,
5
See, Francis F* Beime, The War of 1015 (I* Y*, 191*9), 69~?6*
George BangerflGld, The Era of Good jnSSSSk (N. X*, 1952), 15-91#
6
See, l&lllaa T* Otter, "The Coming of the War,” After Tippecanoes 
Sega Aspects of the War of 1812, Philip P» Mason, dTt»# ^ #7^91#
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of the War of 1812* Ho attributes the Soirthes desire for war to the 
idleness of the ©lave owner© and their desire for solitary honors.
Although this is a possible hypothesis It is- a weak and ©uperfieial
one, .1 hay# the feeing- that' Hldreth was just stabbing at slavery 
4n general by ’ and then »^ »raat4**g agafn to a 
factual m com A 'of the causes of the war* 'Mmmm9 since this is not: 
an intregal part of his mplanation It does not take away its 
validity# la other words, 'though this type of comment is a value 
judgment# it is not a-crucial part of his m plm & tim * Heither, the 
validity.' of M b - tion - of the causes' of the Mar of 1812 nor his
hypothesis about its portions and unnecessary nature hinge upon the 
acceptance' or rejection of his reason for the' South1© desiring war* ■
’ Hildreth was' well known in journalistic circles m  a contentious 
■■. ■. 7 ■
nan with an acerbic literary style* 3n his. History he took jabs at
various institutions and individual© who he felt were detrimental to 
the development of American democracy* But the reader feeds that Hildreth 
would consider these sarcastic comments m  slip®' .of the penj often h© 
bends over backward©' to right the- score*
Hildreth. is caught between two ideas of what constitutes "saXenfeXfic 
history,n fie believed that Ms History had- na philosophy in it*f he 
also believed that objectivity (which would be a part of writing a 
scientific history) should fee equated with elisdnating hypotheses and 
point of view* He never reconciles thebe'two positions# IE© pfeileeopMimi 
ideas* as outlined in. Hie' iheory .of Politics* ©ometlmbs serve a© a fret­
work for his 'hypotheses* For example* throughout the last three volume©
T
Emerson* Hildreth, 1*2-6?*
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Jk& used his belief in the naeeseIty for & strong central government 
as the cere of hie hypotheses concerning the development of the mm 
government# t&ililce hie passing stabs, these phil osophto beliefs help 
detei^ iiue the point of view he takes on the mmy controversial issues 
that he treats in these yolu&^ s# When he said that “the present work 
.^jjtjjpLXl have^ eceseefeat sore of an csictionui cIWM^ aeher that was o onstsbenb 
with ^ ho first, three volumes/" and confessed that indeed his history 
had na phiXosophy in it, * he seems to have taken the point of view that 
this iMXesopfey was both, necessary and desirable?*
let when he reduces history to chronicling, with empirical 
generalisations serving m  sketchy explanations, he seems to have taken 
the opposite views that hypotheses should not be the starting point of 
historical expirations *
In sum, Hildreth*® Msiopy presents many of the problems and questions 
that modem histofrians are wrestling with today** He felt that he must 
be "objective#1 Sometimes he weaned to have felt that objectivity re­
quired chronicling the facts* At ether times he gave & definite 
hypothesis and tried to support it with evidence* His History* therefore, 
is often choppy, hard to follow an# Inconsistent# However, when he does 
offer explanations for events, they almost consistently measure up to 
modem attempts#
It is my Judgment -that objectivity should act be equated with 
elimination of point of view or the presentation of hypotheses* _ If 
Hildreth had abandoned this position, he would have given the same ex­
planations which h© did in faot give at certain .points# What is crucial , 
to Ms explanations is that he used empirical generalisations and laws 
and drew his causes and conclusions from his evidence*
Modem historians who bulk at the idea of writing "scientific11 histories
I k
_ must reconsider what It meant by scientific method sad what the 
alternatiT© is to this, method* ft© alteroativa seems to m  to foe 
Bancrofts method: using primary ■ sources to am inflexible framework 
which the facts .©re made to fit*,
flie ether eltcaMctlw is Hildreth*s use of an inductive* scientific 
method* bub Hildreth*® method clarified by a consistent view of what is 
meant by objectivity© A mere consistent use of “objectivity1* in history 
would admit the necessity of formulating hypotheses for the causes of 
events and then the historian would attempt to give the necessary 
empirical evidence for their support* fhis objectivity would also admit 
that at least. c m  variety of value Judgment enters "any' emanation— at 
the point of either rejecting or accepting a particular hypothesis* -At 
best historical explanations can only have a high probability of truth*
Thm the historian*© decision as to how high a probability is high enough 
for acceptance of an hypothesis will be a valus~charged decision*
fh& apparent incoosiatency in. the History of Richard Hildreth is 
.finally traceable to Ms- .ambiguous view of what is .meant by objectivity, 
and what is meant by, value Judgment*; At times he. felt that to be -objective 
meant to give Just facts i at other times he was willing to give hypotheses 
and attempt to support them*'. Sometimes he seemed to feel that value 
Judgments consisted of making any cement® at all'about Ms evidencei at 
other times he took a. definite stand, on an issue and attempted to defend 
it#
The crucial difference between Bancroft *s History and Hildreths * was 
Hildreth*® use of empirical evidence to support or reject Ms hypotheses*
It is possible to imagine an infinite amount of nrn topic© for historians 
to deal tilth and “revise”— in the sense of adding new materials and insights—
without a&altti&g the necessity that 'each' generation m a t rewrite 
history* Hildreth*©' explanations reveal at least the peseibHity that 
historic explanation© .can and should withstand' the test of tisas# •
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